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The night my uncle Chandler did grievous damage to his Beetle at a bend in 
the road in North Carolina the phone rang. This was before my mother got her 
own place, on the other side of town, with a little help from a loan, made to her 
by my grandfather, from part of the payout on Chandler’s life insurance. I was 
Chandler’s namesake. Everyone called me Chan. I can remember staring at 
my tiny brown hands and trying to will them to be bigger. Like Chandler’s. 

I was half-asleep in a summery way on a fold-out couch in the living room 
while mother slept in the room that had been hers before she moved out West 
to bear me. There we were, without rooms of our own, in Chicago. Uncle 
Chandler’s room they were using for storage since he’d married and moved 
away. The only phone in the house was on a little table near the door to the 
kitchen. I watched my grandfather come limping out of their bedroom, lit only 
by the spectral light through the curtainless window  opposite the telephone. I 
could hear my grandmother pleading with him, as if she already knew. She 
said Daddy, don’t answer it as though it had been foretold. 

-Hello? 

Then Yes. Yes. I see, Sir, I see, with a voice I’d never heard him use before or 
since: my grandmother’s. He sounded like my grandmother. Who was my 
grandfather talking to? 

The fast hand on the illuminated dial of the clock on the desk by the fold-out 
couch I lay on swept over the numbers and I remember telling myself that I 
would wake up when it hit the twelve but there was an explosion instead. My 
grandmother sent a scream across the house that lit up the night. She sent a 
scream through the night that I still hear sometimes as I am dozing, a scream 
not of grief but of rage and pure hatred toward life and her God. The scream 
of the first and last animal. That’s how Death entered my grandmother’s house 
at the end of an okay day. In the form of my 25-year-old uncle Chandler, the 
joke-teller, the great dancer, the speed-reader who had dozed while driving, 
dreamed no doubt he was flying and split the dry trunk of a tree with his 
Beetle. That tree had waited for one hundred or one hundred and twenty 
years or even since before the Civil War, maybe,  or four hundred years, 
maybe, in that spot,  before that road was even built, before anyone had 
tasted Coca Cola,  before cars, the tree grew and strengthened there to fulfill 
its destiny and kill my uncle Chandler and his Beetle. The engine was still 
grinding when a bathrobed farmer pulled Chandler off the steering column and 
laid him out on the road, the center of his chest punched in. He’d hit that tree 
so hard that regions of his scalp and forehead still glittered at the funeral with 
windshield. 
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Driving from Chicago to Havelock will take you about fifteen hours. If you’re 
young  and black and it’s 1968 and you’re not thinking ahead and you fail to 
get an early start, that’s putting you in Ohio, that’s putting you in West Virginia, 
that’s putting you in unknown parts of North Carolina after nightfall. No way 
you’re going to risk the motels and you are sure as hell not going to nap in the 
car on the old roadside. You’re going to try to bomb through it singing Sugar 
Pie, Honeybunch. You’re going to hope you don’t nod off at the wheel. 

That was the last year we might have flown kites on the campus of the 
University of Chicago, then. That was the first thought I managed to put 
together after I’d grown accustomed to my grandmother’s decreasingly human 
howls: no more kites. I was too old for kites by then anyway. 

We used to buy the kites for a few dimes each. Really good kites were fifty 
cents. Loved the ritual of bowing the cross-bars with twine and calculating just 
where to put the knots or weights in the tail. Loved this ritual as much or even 
more than I loved actually flying the kites, because the flying itself became 
tedious to me, being that I was not the kite. Loved watching Chandler’s big 
hands perform with such precision when we put those kites together and gave 
them life, jerking like fish in the Chicago wind at our laps as we pretended to 
promise to set them free while an oldie like Sherry Baby shrieked from my 
transistor radio. 

Running through the campus of the University of Chicago is a grassy strip an 
eighth of a mile wide, from Stony Island Avenue to Cottage Grove, called The 
Midway. That’s where we’d take the kites to release into the Aquarian sky and 
what heights the kites mounted as we reeled them out as our dreamselves 
over people sprawling mellow on grass. Shirtless brothers tended grills before 
the altars of their fresh-washed cars, windshields bright, radio-speakers 
distorting Sly and Aretha Franklin. We saw the conga players and juggling 
show-offs and the moon-pale strummers, all the tattered tribes with their wild 
kids and dogs in the sacrificial fragrance of those grills, the now-forgotten 
achievements of barbecue geniuses rising up above even all kites. The sun 
was benevolently blinding and life offered thick smells of cocoa-butter and the 
pungent sticks we burned to repel mosquitoes while we rocked the porch 
glider at night. Think of straw-filled turds stinking up the bridle paths, smashed 
like flowerpots across the concrete paths through Jackson Park. Think of 
Chandler’s cologne, which purported to be Swedish and came in a leatherette 
case with a shaving kit, embossed gold lettering on the case and the handle of 
the brush. 

One Sunday, when the streets of my grandmother’s neighborhood were alive 
with kids running bases or being pulled behind drowsy ice cream trucks and 
grandma herself was beatifically church-bound in a God-loving hat… this 
Sunday my lovely dark mother stood whipped by white sheets,  in the back 
yard, as she hung our laundry and Chandler and my little cousin Ollie and I 
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went for a drive. Chandler picked up Ollie and came for me  and my mother 
waved, one hand on her hip, clothespins in her mouth, as we backed down 
the alley. Chandler must have been  about nineteen, six years before he 
married the girl from North Carolina who caused his death. She didn’t crush 
Chandler’s chest with her perfectly normal hands but that doesn’t make 
Chandler less dead. If you told me the song Chandler was listening to in his 
sleep when the Beetle jumped the road I’d kill myself, every day, listening to it, 
thinking now? Or now? Now… ? 

A gritty wind glowed black with tar and burned my skinny arm. It rushed my 
face as the Beetle charged full-throttle at the on-ramp of the expressway. We 
competed in the communal roar of TV families in woodgrain station wagons 
and frightening men on motorcycles and sideburned types wearing funny hats 
in cartoon profile in sedans. Chandler sang at the radio, the veins in his neck 
bulged, he drummed on the dashboard and the steering wheel singing uptight, 
outtasight. Ollie was nuts on the back seat because tall trucks thundered to 
pass like great ships and I giggled to know that Ollie had wet his pants in far 
less ecstatic states. 

The thing about Motown was that it was not really completely black music and 
we all secretly knew it and were thrilled by the subtle transgression. The path 
this pointed to was  off the plantation. You think Motown embodied 
“blackness” but real black music was gut-bucket blues and hollers that were 
the aural equivalent of Jews being forced to wear identifying yellow stars on 
their pyjamas. Motown, the sound of integration, was the underground 
railroad. Every number one hit was another mile toward the light. 

“Puff, the Magic Dragon” came on and Chandler turned it up and rolled up the 
windows and I struggled mightily to keep from weeping. The only song as 
emotional for me was “Big Bad John”. I always wondered: did that dragon die 
from neglect or boredom? And why was Puff so equanimitous about dying? I 
knew for a fact I’d seen my grandfather wipe his eyes while working on his 
Buick and listening to “Big Bad John”. 

I was chewing my lip in the passenger seat, playing with the plug-end of the 
seat belt, pulling it up over and letting it reel back, up and over and back 
again, lapsing in and out of pre-pubertal trances of hero worship. I was an 
ambitious kid so I hated being a kid; I hated being unambiguously identifiable 
as such:  as a kid I was an open book, barely distinguishable from other kids. I 
had to grow up to become anything at all and anyone knew this by simply 
looking at me. 

I would sneak a peek up at Chandler driving, this difficult thing he did as 
though it were nothing, then look down on my own silly brown shoes with no 
pedals to press and I’d peer up again and I just couldn’t imagine. Chandler 
was so big and funny and handsome and smart. What was it like to be him? 
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What did he know, or know how to say, or act, or bluff at, that made all the 
difference? He had a car; he mastered heavy books I could read but never 
understand; he no longer lived at home and this didn’t seem to scare him. 

I’d seen him so many times in my grandmother’s basement, tossing his boxers 
into the washing machine or pissing down the sudsy drain beside the washing 
machine and each time I’d been a little embarrassed about the hugeness of 
his penis, which, I now realize, was almost always semi-erect in the half-light 
of the spooky basement. Take off your pants at that age and your penis gets 
hard. My mother called mine a tinklebox. It didn’t  seem to me to be merely a 
matter of difference by degree when I compared them. Chandler’s penis 
seemed to me to be some wholly other thing that grew out big and stayed 
when you were ready. A growth that would hurt, coming in, like a molar. 

I was ambitious to be whatever it was Chandler was. 

But what was he? What was I? I thought I might study Chandler and by 
studying Chandler become something, anything, because I loved him. If I 
need to understand love now, I can only do so by remembering love as it was 
then, so close to the original heat and danger of its invention, as comparable 
to the emotion it would grow into as the primeval, lava-lashed forest is to a 
dinky plastic playground in a city park. I loved Chandler jealously and greedily 
and absolutely without affection. I loved him so deep in the heart of my least 
rational self. I think I loved him from the same place in which the powder for 
my tantrums was kept dry. As a child sees it, affection is something for the 
weak (a pet rabbit, say, or one’s mother or even my grandmother’s hero, the 
crucified Christ). My feelings for uncle Chandler had nothing to do with any of 
that. 

We took the off-ramp and the roar faded and we drove until I found we were 
navigating the campus of the University of Chicago. 

I can’t remember if uncle Chandler was pointing out buildings and monuments 
as we drove or just driving up and down only partly-familiar side-streets, 
gloating about everything that now was his. The joke-cracking, good-smelling, 
highly qualified would-be citizen of an egalitarian City of the Promised Future 
that would come closest to materializing in a fraudulent Benetton ad of my 
middle age.  We parked in front of the International House, built in 1932. 

Students were in and out, up and down the stairs with pillows and stereos and 
boxes and boyfriends and their garment bags. The smell of the inside of the 
building, the polished banisters and hall furniture and dark molding that lipped 
the polished marble floor was so strong that it affected my posture because it 
was impossible to be your ordinary self in air that smelled like that. Chandler 
led us up a long flight of stairs and then down a hall and students (who looked 
to me like men, one very black) called Hey, Man! and my uncle waved and we 
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came to a door and Chandler knocked. He pressed a finger to his lips and 
then gestured that we should hide on either side of the door. 

Who or what I expected to answer I cannot imagine but the door opened and 
a head poked out and we did our job as kids, jumping and hollering to surprise 
her. But I was the most surprised as Chandler gathered her up and danced 
her around the hall where anyone could see. I had read the work book about 
sexual reproduction and seen the film strip and I knew what I was seeing. I’d 
seen silhouettes that looked exactly like hers in the film strip they played in the 
library but I’d never seen one looking anything like my uncle Chandler. 
Involuntarily, I saw the silhouette of Chandler’s penis and the word “penis” and 
I heard an official-sounding narrator say “the penis” and I felt sick. 

You white! shrieked 7-year-old Ollie, giggling and I socked him but I thought it 
too. 

I was sure I had seen her on my grandmother’s Television. She hunched 
forward and stuck her hand out and I stared at it like a claw but it was anything 
but. 

“I hear you are going to be a scientist.” 

I could not take my eyes off that hand;  it looked so normal. 

Did I? 

She talked funny and she let Ollie touch her hair. I wanted to slap Ollie’s 
hands away and I wanted to say: “You’re in trouble, Ollie!” 

I wanted to say, “Isn’t Ollie in trouble now, Mama?” but Mama wasn’t there. 
Only Uncle Chandler was there and Uncle Chandler was in much bigger 
trouble than Ollie. Jules and Chandler and Ollie played card games on her 
dorm room bed and Ollie won every time, which I doubted was possible. 

Martin Luther King Jr. had been assassinated in the spring of that year and 
riots had flared up around the Southside of Chicago. I remembered my 
grandfather had before that referred to King as an “opportunist” but I also 
remembered, as I watched Jules play with Ollie, chasing him around her dorm 
room like a black puppy, that my grandfather had called “The White Man” 
a “son of a bitch” the day after King’s killing. Ollie and his mother, my Aunt 
Ellie, came to stay with us at grandmother’s house until things “simmered 
down”. It was a wonderful time; it was like camping out; we stayed up late and 
ate ice cream for breakfast. 

The ride back home to my grandmother’s house, with a stop to drop off Ollie 
first, was weird, even with the radio on (Sly, Zager and Evans, the Chi-Lites) 
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and the reversed roar of traffic and Chandler’s jokes and singing. Ollie, who 
would die before he hit twenty, was giggly in the back seat, beside me,  as 
ever,  as Chandler clowned and sang (and, sure enough, I saw that heart-
shaped valentine’s of a wet spot in the bulls-eye of Ollie’s corduroy pants). 
When we finally pulled up in front of the canting stoop of that building on that 
filthy street in twilight, Chandler said, as we let Ollie out of the VW, before little 
Ollie could run up the stairs: 

“Ollie! Remember!” 

And Chandler put his finger to his lips. 

And Ollie put a finger to his. 

And we drove off honking. I was alone with my uncle in his Beetle and I didn’t 
want to be. 

I could tell Chandler wanted to talk because I was usually the one who was 
dropped off first. But the World had come too quick upon me and I was 
speechless and the speechlessness made me as angry, like someone’s hand 
was over my mouth. I didn’t want to be anywhere and I didn’t know why. I was 
offered a Wint-o-Green Lifesaverand I said no. I was offered Juicy Fruit, too, 
and I shook my head and looked as angry as a ten-year-old could look without 
crying. Maybe I was crying. I’m sure I was crying by the time Chandler got me 
within fifteen minutes of home, my face a hot mess and the front of my shirt 
soaked with a solid V of tears and my hands I could no longer bear the sight 
of. 

Chandler sang what becomes of the broken-hearted while steering with his 
knees so he could choreograph his gestures so silly and wonderful like The 
Temptations, both arms free. I hated him with all my love. 

  

  

—written in 1999/ So Cal and rewritten 2017/Berlin 
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TEH TYME MASHEEN 

 
… first published on January 28th, 2019 

1. 
 “Adapt or perish, now as ever, is nature’s inexorable imperative.”—H.G. Wells 
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It isn’t widely known that H. G. Wells, the futurist, in the middle of his years, informally 
adopted a boy he called Kip, a boy of about 12, who Wells claimed was half-Hindoo, though 
the friends of Wells who actually met Kip claimed the boy looked more Negroid than 
anything else. In a letter to Cecil Rhodes, Wells wrote that Kip [was] “an experiment pitting 
Nature’s dithering melody against Nurture’s persistent drum beat.” Wells kept a fastidious 
journal of Kip’s daily experiences, tracking the boy’s progress in new surroundings. Wells’ 
quasi-scientific journal would seem to impute feral-child challenges to Kip’s negotiation of 
Edwardian London. Contrary to that, it was rumored that Kip was the exotic indiscretion of an 
Anglican minister, bringing with him, when he began his stay with the man who wrote “The 
Time Machine,” a valise of well-made clothing and some charter school Latin, having come 
from no further abroad than Chiswick . 

All that the world generally knows about “Kip” comes from Wells’ journal, and certain letters 
exchanged between Wells and Rhodes, GB Shaw, Margaret Sanger and Rebecca West 
(and some secret, rumor-mongering letters between Shaw and West) before Kip moved with 
Wells to Spade House, the mansion Wells built at Sandgate,  8 Vicarage Road, in 1901. 
There are also fleeting echoes and shadows of the boy that are traceable through Wells’ 
fiction after 1890, most notably “The Island of Doctor Moreau”, which Wells began the month 
he and Kip first met. 

“That’s fucked up,” says Sanna,  combing her hair. 

Yanking that thick black rope of never-ending taffy out of the top of her head. It’s the only 
hair on her, which is glaringly obvious as she sidesaddles the ottoman in front of the vanity, 
dividing her attention between me and the mirror. Her wishbone legs hide nothing, 
presenting a slit, though less a slit than a fold, a bored fold in a dingy bisque napkin 
embossed with the faded heraldry of the bed sheets she’s just climbed out of. The last living 
bulb in the circle of frosted lights ringing the mirror burned out last week, finally. Even 
Sanna’s eyelashes are gone. We had a little ceremony for that burnt bulb wearing the 
interior smudge of defunct spirit and I teared-up a little whereas Sanna tends not to. 
Sometimes I just sit in the library and blubber and Sanna does neither. Ever. 

But that was Babsy’s vanity. That was the tool of her trade. This is where the magic fails to 
happen Babsy joked daily in the years (and years) before her end, three times older than 
Mark Twain when she bit it but looking pretty fertile still. She continued to receive a dozen 
proposals every day. A sex doll in its box in a glass-lidded satin-lined coffin I haven’t had the 
nerve to visit,  up there,  in a century. You have to get pretty old before the dead stop scaring 
you. 

“How so?” 

“How so?”  Sanna mocks what she thinks of as my pretentiously formal diction. 
Affectionately. “How is it fucked?  How is it fucked? Tut tut. The guy was all alone in the 
world fergobsake. I swear sometimes you’re auntistic.” 

“Oh. Oh. Kip. I thought…” 

Wells refers to Kip, in a letter to Sanger (his mistress at the time) as “endearingly ugly and 
too clever by half yet blissfully unaware of either limitation.” 
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“Cut the little savage a break,” sneers Sanna,  braiding the taffy while holding an old 
fashioned thing, a Bobby pin, between her teeth. Why would she give a damn about Kip? It 
would be good to know. 

Does he have potential? 

2. 
“Every time I see an adult on a bicycle, I no longer despair for the future of the human 
race.“—H.G. Wells 

I can remember my first potty poo like it was yesterday. Probably because there was a 
photographer present. In subterranean Africa, Bobby pins are still very much used to 
systematically repair inoperative sandals, as I read recently. Sanna’s skin is tea-toned and 
her eyes are, too, and they are Siamese, exaggerated with the help of smidgens of  the kilos 
of century-old makeup our Mommy left behind. There’s the good old endlessly 130-mile-per-
hour wind tearing at the sides of the house, causing the rafters in the enormous attic two 
levels above us to channel the roar into the circling moan of a burning stadium of 
permanently agonized voices. Welcome to Planet Windshear. You could play soccer up 
there and we did once and never again because Babs is up there. The ball hit the catafalque 
and I swear I heard her hiss at us. Maybe it was gasses escaping. Every window in the attic 
and all over the rest of the house has been bricked in since forever. 

It’s been so many years since I’ve seen Sanna with any clothes on that that’s how I filthy-
fantasize her, lifting a skirt or rolling some stockings down but never all the way off. Just 
enough, never enough to show the slit, which I’d be happy to lose sight of forever, but it’s 
never not there because my adopted sister Sanna lives in a prehistory all her own, the Eden 
of forgetting what clothes do, whereas I guess she’ll end up burying me in one of the six 
pairs of silk pajamas I wouldn’t be caught dead out of, especially as my teen belly grows to 
mock the flatness of Sanna’s permanent immaturity, the animal ripeness she’ll never know. 

She needs to start believing in something deeper than the automatic food-drops. 

This mansion, not much less grand than Wells’ Spade House (when it was built), was paid 
for with movie star cash and lies and glamour. I was there when the ribbon was cut and the 
roomfuls of flowers were delivered and the flash bulbs popped, blissfully slow-shitting my 
pants under the already non-nurturing,  cataract sun.  We had moved up the hill, so to 
speak. Imagine renting a moving van after the apocalypse; imagine having more money after 
the apocalypse than you had before it. And all those really close stars, arm’s length, the little 
blue novas, boosh boosh boosh, from high exploding foreheads of big-toothed Mexicans. El 
Paparazza.  I remember those flashy things would pop out and sizzle and burn a kid’s hand 
like a bee. Nothing funnier than defunct technology, right? 
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3. 

 

“The only true measure of success is the ratio between what we might have done and what 
we might have been on the one hand, and the thing we have made and the things we have 
made of ourselves on the other.” —H.G. Wells 

It was only about 60 or so years, not quite that, after a few of us got the one-time so-
called Immortality Shot (and just one follow-up, if it hadn’t killed you, six months later) that 
the World came to an end. “Immortality” had been the goal all along, right? When we finally 
reached it, what was left? 

(Although, to be sure, “Immortality,” in scare quotes, is just where the cruel wit of the 
researchers was at the time. What they meant, I am coming to understand, is that round 
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about the 220-to-270 mark, it feels like you’ve been living forever… and then you’re relieved 
when it all stops and you relinquish structural integrity in spasms of dry diarrhea and sort of 
implode and choke to death on your breastbone or one of your eyes or something. A bad 
movie you stuck around for just to see how it ends.) 

First there was the apocalypse, then there was the greatest scientific discovery in the history 
of creation and then the world ended.  You have to keep the chronology right. 

We got our shots because Babsy was so famous and iconic and beloved (having played a 
little character called The Virgin Mary in the biggest-grossing action flick of all time, thanks) 
but the others had to pay absolutely crushing sums for the privilege. Special discount rate for 
extended plutocrat dynasties, obviously. Fewer than a million people I’m sure. You’d be a 
fool to admit it to the public but I know for a fact that Mamie Gummer’s kids got theirs: numb 
grey toddlers all.  The shots freeze you wherever your physiological development happens 
to be when you get them while your poor mind just grows and grows, so Sanna is 
perpetually pre-pubertal and I’m perpetually adolescent, voice breaking and weight 
fluctuations and everything. I never stop breaking out and wet dreams are a happy curse I’ve 
learned to live with. The term is “forced telemere stacking”. I don’t think it’s been quite a 
hundred years since we got The Shot.  Maybe two. 

And there you are reading this one hundred or two hundred or whatever hideous magnitude 
of years after I’ve finally torn myself in two thinking “What does he mean, the World ended?” 

Because you never knew what the World was. Never experienced it. You think of the space 
that you inhabit, wherever and whatever that is (I’m sure it’s very nice), as you read this text, 
written on a wall in eyebrow pencils and copied in cracked shit or shoe polish on a hundred 
fucking bedsheets,  as being “The World” and that is a touchingly understandable error. Q-
tips dipped in shit or shoe polish from me to you. Let me tell you about the World before it 
ended. Before Babs and I moved uptown. When Babsy was still young, and I was nothing,  
just two big eyes and a brown thumb, before the other kids came into the picture and we had 
a baronial bungalow at Mission Beach, a cute little toy-stuffed house in a row of cute houses 
facing the Ocean. 

We had Cinnabons. 

4. 
“The past is the beginning of the beginning and all that is and has been is but the twilight of 
the dawn.”—H.G. Wells 

I’m trying to remember. I’m trying to get things straight. Get them right. Before we made that 
move. Some of my unrelated siblings hadn’t even been born in their tragically unelectrical 
villages yet. I can just about conjure the hum of the highway. To the airport.   We are surging 
toward JFK and some of my unrelated cocksucking little brothers (RIP) have been born in 
their filthy fucking unelectrical villages but are woggishly undiscovered. Phuket. Peshawar, 
right? Burkina Faso. Lima.  Port Au Prince. Tbilisi. I am remembering. One by one they 
came into my life and one by one I removed them. 
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I am the first in a long line of examples of what proved to be Bab’s most embarrassing 
addiction. Next to the plus-or-minus titjobs. Babs popped for so many seasonal breast 
augmentations and counter-penduluming reductions that I can no longer recall how big her 
breasts really were in the original or if they always tasted like that. I had those joybags when 
they were real. Babs let me (she cajoled me to) suck to calm us both and I think Babs even 
ringed the nipples with maple syrup or am I imagining that? Right after I learned to talk. She 
was mine and mine alone for years. Which is why I remember. No milk. Sweat (a flavor I 
learned to respond to) and syrup. Maybe it was sticky booze. Which would explain… 

(But I am not drunk now. I never write “drunk”.) 

Back to Babsy’s addictions. 

More embarrassing than the sine wave bra cycles: the psychics. When I was five or six I 
thought Babs was saying “sidekicks” and I thought it was “sidekicks” until I was about twelve 
and I was irked for six years over that because I thought I was her fucking sidekick, what 
other sidekick could read her palm… the palm in the kitchen under the neon skylight, I 
thought… better than I could? And jealous love taught me that, to literally read a potted 
plant. 

But even more embarrassing than the psychics and then the B-list celebrity greyhound-
freeing raids, the group frappaccino colonics, the cow rebirthing, the charlatan-guided ghost-
fucking, the public shoplifting and skirt-pissing humility-exercises dictated by Childe Guru in 
a trance over Skypelite, the gardener-BDSM, the competitive cupping, the artisanal bleeding, 
Kabala-Max, flesh-transfer tatting,  Abramovic discharge-brunches, Ozone soirees and 
waterboard-shock-satori etc. … worse than any of that was her compulsive acquisition of 
third world debris-brats. 

There couldn’t be a financial crisis, industrial accident or natural disaster anywhere in 
the Turd World without me getting a bankrupt, mud-covered or lightly irradiated sibling out of 
the headline.  With a lag of two or three weeks, at most,  usually. The shammy paperwork 
and noble baksheesh. I was the first and only kid she picked up  from what they used to call 
a First World country which being the broken toy we call the Northern Homelands (bordering 
the Canadian supercrater): home. The star and stripes. Babs didn’t fill out a single form for 
the first kid, for me, she just picked me up right off the sidewalk, cash and carry, I think it was 
Chicago,  maybe it was St. Louis.  Lucky penny. 

Future-thing with eyes and a mind to read English, I speak to you:  you should have seen it 
back then. 

I should have seen it back then. I have. More of it was what I should have seen.  I have so 
many softening pictures gumming up my mind. So many pictures of Worldingness, I’d call it. 
Not a curlicue of barbed wire for as far as the inner eye can see. 

Grass. 

Sky. 
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If you were planning to make a religion of this material, which one would be your Messiah? 
Which one’s prophesied return would you build your holidays and animal sacrifices and sex-
rituals and spiritual longings around? If you were bored, I mean.  The problem is I have all 
this energy. And what if you needed a religion for two (but you wanted to avoid making a few 
of the really big mistakes), which one would it be? 

Kip or Wells? 
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THE ELEPHANT EYE MYSTERIES 

 
Wednesday night they went and saw an arty Italian horror movie at the TLA 
and after the lights went up and they were climbing the gentle grade of the 
worn aisle-carpet to the EXIT, Bill said, with his teasing voice, “Did you see 
how that foxy girl was looking at you?” 
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“What foxy girl?” 

“The foxy girl sitting in front of us. The curly-haired girl in front of us in the 
checkered Furstenberg wrap.” 

“The checkered what? How could the foxy girl in front of us be looking at me if 
she was sitting in front of us? Did she have eyes in the back of her head?” 

“Suspiria,”  said Bill, in a softly sibilant voice,  imitating the ad campaign. 

“Suspiria,” said Henry. 

That was Wednesday night. Friday afternoon, shortly after two, he found a 
typed note on eggshell-blue stationery in a blank envelope, slipped under the 
door to his little apartment. It had materialized while Henry was at school. 
There were only so many people who could have walked up those creaking 
old stairs, in front of the office door, to his third-floor apartment in the middle of 
the day. He could rule out his 68-year-old Aunt and her husband. That left Mr. 
Buckler and Mr. Sowell and who else? Henry put down the borrowed albums 
he’d brought home and picked up the envelope. 

FAGET 

Henry opened the envelope and frowned at the note. 

He frowned at the dead baby. 

Maybe it’s a joke? he said to the dead baby and he wanted the dead baby to 
shrug. A doily of moisture circled the cold kiss of the dead baby’s back to the 
surface of the stainless steel table like chicken in a refrigerator and the faucet 
in the stained sink went plip. Plip. Henry was more intrigued by the dead 
baby’s unambiguous smile than the note. What had the baby seen? 
Jerusalem? Bozo? The 2001 special effects light show? Perhaps its paltry six 
months of life had flashed before its eyes, nothing but milk and Dumbo and 
blankets. A good life. 

Henry stuffed the dumb note in the morgue’s bloody trash basket and stepped 
out the back door. He shucked and pocketed a gum wrapper while someone 
from down the alley carried a radio singing Rich Girl  along behind the security 
fence. What Henry could see was the floating crown of a pimp hat. A kind of 
enchantment. He envied the person under the pimp hat, just walking down the 
alley on a summer day in a pimp hat singing hits. However:  a Ms. Undine Huff 
in North Philadelphia had been nothing but an object for more than five hours 
now and they had to get over there. Henry and his Aunt’s husband, Gil. 
Henry’s great Aunt Georgia’s husband Gil, and Henry, had to get over there. 
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He turned and walked up the driveway, squinting into the sun’s huge voice,  
an operatic tenor of light, a high strong summer sun in dauntless, dirty Philly. 
Henry climbed through curdled veils of smoke into the deadwagon, which had 
been idling in the mouth of the driveway, on the lip of the street,  the whole 
time. Humming Rich Girl and chewing on cinnamon gum and so desperately 
eighteen, he braced his hands on the dashboard as Gil took a hard left into 
traffic and the music started. The steering wheel of the converted ’64 station 
wagon straightened as Gil reached across Henry’s lap and popped the glove 
compartment and palpated tissue boxes and road maps and 
folded People magazines and the complicated debris and evidence of a 
businessman’s hollow reality until he found the little bottle he was looking for. 
Only Henry and the four-eyed organist and Gil knew about Gil’s little bottles. 

Henry drummed on his knees. Gil cared so little for music that he didn’t care if 
any was played in his presence so Henry rode the FM dial. What they heard 
was Teddy Pendergrass and some good TSOP Roosevelt Expressway music 
then suddenly eerily apropos Emerson, Lake and Palmer as the deadwagon 
crossed the hydrant-flooded border into the primordial reaches of Lower North 
Philly. The deadwagon as time machine. 

The sidewalks were shining with girls who got blacker and blacker as they 
neared the address they’d been given, a beautiful film about slavery, a slo-mo 
poem about Sex, projected on the deadwagon windshield. Gil was 
unconcerned or immune to it, of course, because he was out of the game. Life 
was Sex and the only opposite of both was Death and Gil was crossing over 
to that other side, thought Henry, falling a little further, slipping a bit closer, 
each day. Who knows. Maybe it’s a relief. But it’s all clear, as the man 
sang. We were meant to be here… 

The client in North Philly hardened into her final bedclothes as they arrived. 
They brought the gurney in among the echoes and smells of the narrow 
staircase below. Three flights up, a middle-aged woman holding the door for 
them did not seem bereaved though a synthetic wig bearing a striking 
resemblance to the wig on the middle-aged daughter or niece holding the door 
tilted athwart the client’s skull like a clue in a slapstick whodunit. A dented 
cylinder of oxygen stood between the bed and an open window as an 
opportunistic breeze blew in because the door was open, the impertinent 
ghost of a rat,  the pages on the Jesus calendar flapping with deranged 
urgency as they wheeled the gurney in. Diaphanously greasy curtains veiled 
and unveiled and veiled the official final facial expression of Ms. Undine Huff. 

Henry pictured himself and the four-eyed organist and the four-eyed organist’s 
daughter in silver suits and detached demeanors standing in historic Ms. 
Undine Huff’s death-room as observers from the distant future, cataloging 
quotidiana regarding civilization’s humble beginnings. 
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Henry clicked the release levers in the handles of the stretcher and carefully 
collapsed it to the level of the bed. Gil pulled the sheet back  and revealed 
with a soused magician’s flourish how Undine wore only an open gown, no 
panties, the intersection between her rusted legs exposed, her kootchie black 
and hard and deeply wrinkled, bristling with a few white hairs. It looked like an 
elephant’s eye. The middle-aged niece or daughter sucked her teeth. 

Henry was thinking: when I was a little boy, horror films were about monsters 
who menaced the world; now they’re about women being stabbed to death. 
When the creature from the black lagoon attempted to carry off the heroine, it 
certainly wasn’t with the goal of stabbing her to death in mind. But what did 
the creature from the black lagoon want with her? 

Henry was thinking: Anne Francis in Forbidden Planet. In some of the 
promotional posters, Robbie the Robot appears to be carrying her off. To 
where? 

Henry was thinking: The Day the Earth Stood Still. The promotional poster. 
Who is Gort carrying? Where? 

Uncircumcised kids playing stickball across the hydrant-flooded streets. 

Taverns and storefront churches as far as the eye could see. 

It wasn’t long before Gil and Henry were on Coulter Street again, pulling up 
into the driveway, where Gil gunned the engine as Henry hopped out and 
swung the gates. The driveway had been measured out in the 19th century 
when only horses were meant to pull carts of coal or wood down it and Gil had 
not more than a few inches plus change of leeway either side of the schisty 
walls but he did it every time, drunk every time, Zen every time, straight 
between the old stone rowhomes to the four-car garage behind the morgue. 
That dignified drive down the driveway’s eighty feet of 19th century. 

Henry followed the deadwagon down the driveway, whistling, passing in and 
out of irregular blocks of sunlight cut precisely against the angles of the roof’s 
shadow and Henry put his hand there and there as he walked, his hand on the 
pattern of shadow on the gray wall of the rowhome to the right, the touch-mad 
impulse of a child. He watched his reflection in the angled glass of the 
deadwagon’s rearmost window and the scrolling clouds and bending tree-tops 
that appeared to unfurl in his wake as he followed. The barely discernible 
profile of Undine’s feet in the zippered bag strapped to the gurney. If Ms. 
Undine had ever watched horror movies as a young lady it would have to have 
been Murnau’s silent Nosferatu in a segregated tent at some fair. 

Maneuvering on the concrete plaza between the morgue and the garage, Gil 
nosed the garage with a bumper and backed the wagon at the ramp sloping 
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from the morgue’s loading door. Henry swung her open and heaved and 
hefted the gurney on its spring-locked wheels. The morgue was a packed 
house: a juvenile member of The Ogontz Lords, the succulent baby and now 
Ms. Huff. Not to mention the finished product on the launching pad in the 
chapel, a sideburned Mr. Halliburton. 

The chapel boomed with freshly delivered flower baskets.  A trail of water 
spots dotted the dull green carpet where the guy had run the baskets in 
through the porch from a van and Henry back-tracked this trail to the front of 
the chapel and turned right up the stairs, then down the short hallway on the 
second floor, through the casket room into the building next door.  He poked 
his head into Georgia and Gil’s second floor apartment. 

Georgia was on the edge of her bed in a pink satin pantsuit and a bobbed wig 
of human hair that made her look forty. She had an enchanted look on her 
face. She didn’t even look forty; she looked eighteen, in a way, curling the 
curly phone cord around a finger as she softly spoke. Jimmy Carter was on 
the bedroom Television, sound off, looking puffy-lipped and harried. Henry 
couldn’t remember if  Jimmy was a nuclear physicist or a peanut farmer. 
Georgia was on the telephone with the four-eyed organist when Henry came 
in so he went right to the TV and stared at Jimmy’s lips then turned to Georgia 
who mouthed Service starts at seven!  so he saluted and left, after one last 
look at orange Jimmy on that large hot screen.  Right back through the casket 
room and then the stairs, two at a time,  to his garret on the third floor, his 
bathroom and kitchen and the bedroom overlooking Coulter Street. He 
wondered if he should have told Georgia to tell the four-eyed organist to say 
hello to his daughter from Henry. Yvette. The four-eyed organist who had 
studied Wagner in Germany and his half-caste daughter Yvette. The four-eyed 
organist had studied the organ in Germany. 

Henry tightened the faucet in the kitchen sink. Water could be so insistent. He 
yanked the bedroom shade and clicked the air-conditioner to ten and it roared 
as he kicked off his shoes and crossed to his bed and he laid back on it, lifting 
his legs to wiggle his pants off; he was all ready and so he said Shit when the 
private phone line rang. 

“Suspiria,” said the softly sibilant voice, in imitation of the ad campaign. 

“Faggot!” laughed Henry, after a long pause and he laughed again and hung 
up. But what if it wasn’t Bill? What if the spirits of the dead were authentically 
manifest in a local phone call and doing some advertizing? 

He lay upon the bed for awhile and he lay very still, the air conditioner a-
judder, his  greased dick wagging stridently upright, all on its own, as the sun 
saturated the shade and animated a cross-bar shadow of window sash, a 
crucifix  thinned and warping on the flapping shade. 
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Henry would say, to Yvette, he would say: I feel that I am at somewhat of a 
disadvantage. That would be the perfect thing to say. You could say anything 
after you’d said that. But you would have to say it right. You almost needed to 
use a British accent to get away with it and you had to get it right. If Yvette had 
to ask you to repeat yourself you had failed and were doomed and your failure 
would dog your days until you fled the city for a distant college. The four-eyed 
organist had encouraged him. You are a very good looking boy. Henry knew 
in his heart of hearts that as pretty as Yvette was, nobody had ever used the 
word somewhat on her and using it correctly (perfectly) would make her 
(Henry tensed and saw stars) his. 

Bill had told Henry about the time an auto mechanic had told his little sister he 
wanted to lick her heart and how she took it the wrong way. 

Teddy Pendergrass was the Black Elvis. 

Henry kept forgetting the interesting thing he knew about the comet Kohoutek. 
Was it supposed to crash into Philly that summer? 

When twilight came he was dressed in his ushering suit and down the steps 
two at a time to the front doors of the chapel and as he stood breathless at the 
foot of the stairs he had a line of sight through the chapel door and the 
latched-open double doors of the porch and down, outside, the length of the 
walk between manicured lawns to the curb, marked off by scuffed yellow 
parking cones. It was at that moment that the limousine pulled up and Uncle 
Gil climbed out in sunglasses while the limo still rolled, followed by the loved 
ones of Mr. Halliburton when the limo had come to a complete halt. The 
Halliburtons gathered into a fat black matriarchy on the sidewalk before 
mounting the steps towards Henry in the chapel doorway and all Henry could 
think of was a thousand pounds of tits. 

He drew himself straight in his ushering suit. 

Gil came, touched an arm, pressed a fresh five to Henry’s palm and said Give 
this to Mr. Sowell when the family is seated and Gil winked and shepherded 
the Halliburtons through the laving green light of the chapel. The organist 
commenced playing. Henry didn’t have time to thank the organist for all the 
free movie tickets he’d been giving him lately but he would catch him after the 
service. It wasn’t the tickets Henry was after, of course. It was Yvette. Tickets 
for Henry and bottles for Uncle Gil. Yvette’s sweet tongue. 

The Rev. eased up in front of the Funeral Home shortly in his very nice car. 
He sat a few minutes, patting his hair in the rearview.  Climbed out and 
chatted with Mr. Sowell and Mr. Buckler, the three of them leaning together 
against Mr. Sowell’s limo, old friends on a summer night after supper. When 
the Rev. finally broke away and quickened to porch and into the chapel he 
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took Henry’s hand and peered upstairs to mime a question regarding Gil. 
Where? 

Drifting across the center-divider to the Other Side, thought Henry. 

The service. It dug deep through everyone’s sorrow and boredom until the 
night began to roll cans and kick up grit and worry the latched-open double 
doors of the porch. Things soon became too loud. Henry had to step outside 
to fasten the porch doors. When Henry stepped out to fasten the porch doors 
he caught Mr. Buckler’s eye down there where Butler leaned against Sowell’s 
limo, cutting up. Henry could picture Mr. Buckler hunched over the Remington 
in Georgia’s office, chewing his tongue, hunting and pecking FAGET but why? 
It just didn’t fit with Buckler’s preferred method of joke. 

He waved. 

He walked towards the limo feeling Buckler and Sowell aging as he 
approached but could picture them singing sweet doo-wop on the corner, high 
and low, Black and young, immortal,  though the years had wasted them like a 
plague; it had burned Sowell’s hair white and burned Buckler’s clean off while 
pulling and hanging the skin on their frames like a horror show. Henry 
imagined them screaming with unremitting terror. The plague had wasted 
Henry’s Aunt and her husband, too, but not as badly. It had wasted just about 
everyone in the chapel in those folding chairs set up as an audience to the 
plague’s local carrier, Mr. Halliburton, the former postal worker, dolled up 
under the recessed spotlights in the acoustical foam of the chapel ceiling. 
Henry, eighteen, was the plague’s only local survivor. 

Only Henry could gaze upon Mr. Halliburton’s clasped brown hands or Ms. 
Undine Huff’s elephant eye of a spinster kootchie or the dead baby’s cold 
plump limbs with no fear of harm to himself. Henry knew he was immune to 
that plague. When he was old enough to succumb to it he simply wouldn’t be 
Henry anymore. 

He had worked it all out. 

“Uncle Gil said to give this to you, Mr. Sowell.” 

“All right, Henry. All right. How’s life treating you? Peachy, I hope.” 

“I’m doing good,” said Henry, turning to Mr. Sowell. “How’s Mrs. Sowell?” 

Sowell looked at Buckler and they shared a mysterious smirk. Then Buckler 
snatched the five-dollar bill from between Sowell’s fingers, holding it up to the 
street lamp. He whistled between his teeth and folded the bill into a shirt 
pocket. He punched Henry’s shoulder.  
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“Pick a number for us buddy-boy. Pick a number for me and Sowell to run on 
the Lottery.” 

“Got any lucky numbers for us, Henry?” 

“Know any yalla gals? Tell me a yalla gal’s birthday. That’s a lucky number. A 
yalla gal’s  birthday.” 

“Had me a gal like that once,” said Buckler and he spat. “Straight hair and 
green eyes and all that jazz. Octoroon.” 

Buckler punched Henry in the arm again and said, “He don’t believe I had a 
yellow gal! Tell him Sowell. Tell him I had a yellow gal!” 

“Ed you old lying nigger,” said Mr. Sowell. 

They all laughed and Buckler did a dance like a man being hung and not 
caring. 

Henry used that as his cue to run back up to the chapel where the organist 
had finished playing and was now waiting for Henry at the chapel door. 
Henry’s heart quickened. The organist smirked, his back to the Rev.’s 
meaningless speech, wiping and re-wiping and blowing warm sibilance on 
those lenses of clogged light. 

  

  

                                 —Hamburg Xmas 1996/ Berlin November 2017 
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JOY 

 
“Wait,”  said Mara, “I know this.” She turns it up. “This is Beethoven. Or Mozart 
or stuff.” 

It is perfect driving music. It is also a travesty. Dad is grinning in the rearview 
but not at me. At his own teeth as bars and whips and Chinese throwing stars 
of sunlight batter us in an epileptically hypnotic frenzy. We follow the endless 
new ribbon of progress zooming from under the shattered roof of the covered 
bridge over the unpronounceable river and it is like ripping a hostage’s moth-
eaten hood off. 

“Love it!” shouts Dad with his square-short hair. 

His capped teeth flare and the rearview fills with sky at the instant we leave 
the covered bridge over the unpronounceable river and the sun god comes 
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back with a vengeance. I think I will faint, then I wish I would faint and then I 
try to remember fainting. I must have done it at least once. Who never faints? 

“Bach,” I comment, but nobody hears me. 

“What?” shouts Mara as she turns it up louder. 

“Nothing!” I shout. 

“What?” she shouts. 

“I SAID NOTHING!” I shriek and Dad laughs in the mirror. “It’s called Jesu Joy 
of Man’s Desiring, you ignorant townies,”  I say in a conversational tone that is 
no match for the wind. I imagine standing straight up on the back seat of the 
convertible and doing a perfect reverse swan dive over the blurring road and 
entering the canon of self-obliterating undergraduate legends with 
preternatural grace but I don’t. Biding my time. 

+ 

“Why are you being so grumpy-rumpy, Virgin?” asks Mara, all her vowels 
glooped together with shoplifted Crest. Her Sandy Duncan face tilts like a 
trained pink seal’s or a kid taking communion and it occurs to me that she is 
always always both and that is her charm. All I had done was interrupt her 
meandering philippic regarding the evils of Canada’s national electro-
convulsive therapy program to point out that we need to be asking ourselves 
what our demands are. Without our demands we’re just kids. So then Mara 
counters with that grumpy-rumpy question floating in her Crest to put me down 
by flecking my eyelash with peppermint. This is the level. 

“I suppose it’s because I had to listen to the unappetizing sounds of fellatio 
coming out of the head this morning, to be honest, although perhaps I’m just 
bitter and unsatisfied with certain realities of contemporary life.” 

Mara and Dad have been  frolicking illicitly in the motel pool after hours for 
hours or what seems like hours when I come up with that zinger while 
watching Dick Cavett with the sound off topless, my okay tits silver blue. 
 Muttering staircase wit at the motel Television before Bobby comes on it. I 
once spontaneously created the perfect zinger exactly two years late and in 
another month manipulated the conversation until I could again utilize the 
zinger,  against a certain stepmother, with maximum effect, sending her hand 
right up to cover her open mouth and causing the shock eyes I love. What is 
the conspiratorial thing between the words again and against? They freak me 
out.  Giggling and splashing  Dad shusshhing Mara and Mara shusshhing Dad 
 laughing spunk-drunk in that motel pool blaspheming 7th Day Adventists or 
what group. No swimming after christian o’clock. 
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We surmise Mara who lives in a cottoncandyland  of her own in which fellatio 
is the coin of the realm has had a little chat with the motel manager. She has 
shown me Bonwit platforms and asked me where I thought they came from. 

Mara says I believe there would be no war if womenfolk gave menfolk  their 
vitamin oral,  rain or shine. Mara has gone on record that she would blow 
Victor Charlie for world peace.  I told her yesterday Mara you notice Dad 
hardly kisses you on the mouth anymore don’t you? 

Had to sit through Dick with some idiotic musical combo of limey bantams in 
situ but now it’s Bobby, the unofficial fifth member of the Rat Pack,  Bobby 
who should replace Yehudi Bishop,  the man I call The Slouch,  King Slouch,  
Queen-taker,  the hero I would worship in my way. Max Plank mind in a Dean 
Martin swagger with a Nat Cole smile he lowers like a visor before the joust. 
He who would not expect me to subordinate myself. Mara is popular with hoi 
polloi who dig that she kneels and keeps unbroken eye contact but Bobby and 
I would have an understanding. I as a stone cold ringer for Ali McGraw would 
touch face and stare and speak softly of profound matters. I would be more 
than happy to provide digital relief at bedtime, giving the Bobby body its due 
release going through one long Jackie O disposable de la Renta glove at a 
time. 

I was spiritually schooled as a child. I was taught by a tiny spirit which spoke 
in a queer uncle’s voice and to whom if you put the question on everybody’s 
mind, which is do we live again, it replied yes but you have to ask.  It is either 
that or the pills. 

You have to ask. 

Do we even have any demands? 

The sound is off so that I may truly understand Bobby as he masters Cavett 
with effortless slouching and then it’s a cosmic slap in the face because the 
camera pans left and it’s Mara’s dead ringer Sandy Duncan making eyes at 
Bobby and I button the Television off with a vengeance. There is an old copy 
of Time on the desk beside the Television featuring Flip Wilson on its cover so 
I take that to my corner of the bed for the night. 

Flip Wilson is a good man. 

+ 

Next day we’re entering Illinois and the song is radio again, the Bach, Bach on 
some kind of juiced up organ to a rock combo but it isn’t sunny this time, the 
sun god naps, it’s shortly after noon but it is dark,  gusty,  green-dark, twister-
weather-uncanny like a rift between mutually ambivalent worlds and we don’t 
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know how to put the top up on this awful convertible.  We see a fraying wide 
black seam a thousand feet tall over a pearl-gray ribbon lining the horizon and 
grit is in my mouth.  Coming at 20 knots or however doomed sailors put it. It’s 
like the song a day later is mocking us. Dad, who doesn’t know I call him Dad 
or that I know that he calls me Virgin,  is not grinning in the rearview just 
flooring it and Mara seems to be staring at something as far out of the car as 
possible, maybe her childhood, to the north,  her bob ruffling, my long hair 
whipping at the grit-frenzy wind, or maybe Mara sees the twister and 
mistakenly believes it is karma but believe me there is no such plausible 
reckoning. If we die it will be a coincidence. Then I have to say it, open my 
mouth to let grit in, a quip about our little blonde guest in the trunk. Mara turns 
the radio just super violently loud but we can’t hear it. 
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THE MIRACLE of the APPARITION of the 

CANDLE-ILLUMINATED CORPUS of the 

CRANBERRY SAUCE: a Christmas Story  
of Short Length, illustrated by ET 
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At the sagging table of the two-turkey dinner of ’92, Ahmed Collins heard his 
Aunt Nura say something that changed his life. Ahmed (Meddy) heard Nura 
say, in a stage whisper, out the corner of her mulberry mouth, which was 
shielded by a theatrical hand with rings upon every finger, “If women liked sex 
they’d do it with people they respect.”  Ahmed remembers the statement 
provoked laughter among the adults but his memory of the laughter sounds 
uncannily like canned laughter for the sitcom Cheers (amiable, knowing, 
coerced) so he wonders. 

Nura isn’t really an aunt: she had come to the dinner with Meddy’s Uncle 
Ginger. 

Uncle Ginger is the one whose right arm got itself sheared clean off across 
pink-tinged bone by a stainless steel food-processing machine in a factory 
producing vegetarian chili. Meddy remembers feeling weird (at the age of 
nine) about the notion that the arm Uncle Ginger used to use to pretend to 
lose-at-arm-wrestling-against-Meddy was  gone. Relatives under a certain age 
claimed it was buried in an arm-shaped coffin while relatives over a certain 
age insinuated chili and Meddy had not nearly the balls, dropped or not, to ask 
his Nana Bubbi which. 

He felt weird. 

As though it was the arm, as distinctly separate from Ginger,  that had always 
been playful with and kind to and respectful of Meddy. Now  the arm was gone 
so who was this entity no longer supporting the arm yet claiming the name the 
arm had once gone by? 

The very next Xmas, when Meddy was ten,  Nura showed up (the Lord 
working in mysterious ways) instead of the prayed-for LED roller blades or 
Radioshack computer one could assemble oneself,  sort of creeping self-
consciously across the threshold. 

Yep, winked a relative. 

Twenty six years later Uncle Ginger was richer by an undisclosed amount 
everyone had more or less guessed correctly he would get. Uncle Ginger 
borrowed so much while waiting for the case to cash-out that he 
probably, suggested Meddy’s mother, walked away with less than half the 
lump sum before paying the last lawyer and tipping the cab driver home. Still. 
Contractors showed up at Ginger’s place the day after. They tore his back 
yard the fuck up in preparation for the L-shaped swimming pool Meddy cannot 
stop from visualizing as arm-shaped, breaking the frosted ground for a rush 
fee in the middle of winter. Ginger’s dream was to float in a heated pool in 
snowfall at midnight blasting Lyle Lovett while paddling languorous circles. 
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Meddy (M), 36, asked Nura, 48, to pass the gazpacho. 

“Molded tofu duck and gazpacho,” cracked Aunt Nura. “All we need now is a 
free range Tiny Tim.” 

“Tiny Tim is busy with the leather-bound collection of National Enquirers in the 
upstairs reading room,” retorted Meddy, before realizing the suggestive 
significance of mocking his crippled uncle to his crippled uncle’s attractive, 
much younger and receptively-amused lover’s face, “Scrooging a tough one 
down.” 

“We are awful,” said Nura, for like the fifth time. 

She was still what strangers called fetching when compared to all the other 
women assembled in the house that day. Both sides of M’s biological family 
were full of fully capable women (women who could pour cement for a garage 
foundation or file error-free state and federal income tax forms a month early 
using a dollar-shop calculator) whom no one from the increasingly illiterate 
dating pool seemed to care to mess with fucking. They looked too much like 
people. People are boring; why look at one? Nura had a touch of the 
unearthliness of the TV and Magazine races. Her trademark lipstick made her 
lips like something  to chew and lick and suck very nicely off her vase-colored 
face to Lyle Lovett. 

“We really are,” she reiterated, “awful.” 

Everyone else was in the kitchen, in a graceless line for more dessert, or out 
on the back porch,  overlooking  the resentful backyard, hatching plots and 
telling tales of plots long hatched and stymied. The electric lights in the dining 
room had been snuffed by M’s mother on the way to the kitchen with her LED-
festooned walker. The penis is a marvel of disinterested engineering;  it is the 
only human organ with key features which appear to have been named by 
adolescent boys, the Roman tourist board and a creative ghetto mother, 
respectively: the meatus, corpora cavernosa and urethra. 

M leaned in. 

There was a high shelf to the right upon which burned seven red evenly-
spaced candles, the first of which was positioned at the mouth of an inch-ajar, 
porthole-shaped, window through which moonlight got raked by the flurries-
agitated branches of a Douglas pine. M noticed that the line of flames 
 ascended in height, from the shortest,  two inches tall,  nearest the window, 
 to the tallest,  which had barely burned down an inch, through a straight line 
at a man-made-looking 45-degrees. Though it had only been shaped by 
natural forces. 
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M’s mouth hung. 

“Hm?” said Nura. She pulled his head to the pulse of her bosom. 

Ahmed, at bosom, looked down and saw the flames reflected in the ruby 
depths of a cylinder of de-canned,  gelatinized cranberries on a silver tray, on 
white tablecloth,  in front of Nura’s barely-touched plate. The tiny flames 
appeared to be in the cranberries. He saw that they were as torches held aloft 
by a procession of hooded  marchers ascending into the glory of the darkness 
of a high mountain pass with business beyond understanding. 

Cousin Edna came in the room with a mistletoe sprig and saw Ahmed’s head 
on Nura’s bosom and cleared her throat and pointed at the candles exclaiming 
sadly  Inverse square of oxygen distribution through a demand channel of 
evenly distributed dependents. 

Uncle Ginger had a brand new state of the art right arm that would never die, 
had cost as much as a late model Subaru and could punch through cinder 
blocks. He came very slowly down the stairs from the second floor bathroom 
clutching a burning roll of National Enquirers like some kind of alpine tradition. 
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THURSDAY NIGHT BY THE LIBRARY 

 

Nanette Glitz referred to the mop-filled warren in the basement containing the 
janitor’s closet as “the physical plant,”  a grandiose term for the place where 
the boiler mumbled under the podium in Old Main. Old Main had a little 
auditorium for quick speeches and directly under the podium from which these 
quick speeches came was the boiler, claimed Nanette Glitz, who had 
nicknamed it Fat Man, fantasizing that it might blow one day and take the 
dean with it. Nanette Glitz worked in what she called “the physical plant” on a 
work-study program because she was poor and attending St. Jeff’s on a 
scholarship that wasn’t quite generous enough to allow her to forget it. Every 
Monday and Thursday morning she donned wet-cement-gray overalls with 
morbid aplomb and walked the diagonal of shame from her dorm, across the 
commons, even in snow, to Old Main, to check in with Chuck, the alkie who 
assigned her specific unnecessary tasks so Nanette could earn out her 
scholarship in sweat and humiliation. It wasn’t even six months before Chuck 
and Nanette became lovers. 
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This was especially galling because Nanette told me she had showed Chuck 
some of the love poems I’d written her. “The kid’s not bad,” Nanette told me 
Chuck said. This galled me. “High praise coming from the guy who swabbed 
my puke from in front of the library last Thursday,”  I hissed across the top of 
my emptied (but for one Cheerio in a marbled puddle of tepid,  dime-deep 
milk) cereal bowl toward a Nanette with her back to gurgling incubators of milk 
and oj. Striated hypotenuses of sun were soldered to the linoleum a few feet 
out from the foot of every east-facing, ceiling-high window of our high-
modernist cathedral of carbs and mystery meat. 

“That was your puke? You asshole,” hissed Nanette right back. “Chuck was 
off last Thursday.” 

“Chuck is always off,” I retorted, until it dawned on me what Nanette had 
meant to say by that. “Oh shit,” I slowly sat upright. “Sorry, Nan.” 

“Anyway I forgot to mention Chuck used to teach poetry at the U of M so 
yeah.”  Nanette shrugged. Her shrugs made me ache. I wanted to feel those 
shoulders lift and fall in my arms. “Plus don’t call me ‘Nan’. Chuck calls 
me Etta.” 

I told my brother about Nanette, feeding a stream of quarters into the 
payphone near the dorm’s entrance like a penance for the sin of titillating 
description, adding:  “You better not be beating off.” The payphone had bad 
breath. 

“Don’t overestimate your powers of description, whelp. Bring the comely 
wench home for Christmas. Mom and AJ will love it. You know how they love 
to antagonize the Goldwater Democrats next door. We can all go carolling. 
Like the year they put that Happy Hanukkah light on the garage roof.  How’d 
she get the name ‘Glitz,’ anyway?” 

“I guess her dad must be white. Jewish, I mean.” 

“All the better.” 

My brother was technically younger by one and a third of a year but had some 
years back taken to behaving like the older brother and had done it so well 
that he had managed to make it stick, an arrangement I have never heard 
another reported case of in the history of the world. I had told him everything 
about Nanette and nothing about her lover Chuck, although Chuck, or advice 
regarding dealing-with-Chuck-as-obstacle, had been the original point of the 
frantic call. It was in hearing back a phantom image of Nanette as my actual 
girlfriend, as reflected as if by sonar against my brother’s grudgingly admiring 
jibes, that I became addicted to the omission. I started pretending that Chuck 
did not exist and that the mop he sometimes pushed impertinently around the 
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perimeter of our high modernist cathedral of carbs and mystery meat, while 
the place was still full, was pushing itself. I stopped referring to gutty Chuck by 
name and if he waved I blanked him. 

“Chuck wants to know,” said Nanette, “what you have against him, other than 
the fact that he’s fucking me and you’re not. You used to high-five him.” 

“Chuck what? Chuck who?” 

“If I let you fuck me will you be nice to Chuck again?” 

I remember the first time I ever saw Nanette. Brad Clapperjohn was reading 
one of his narcissistic sonnets about his own transcendent image in a dark 
mirror that turns out to be his grandfather’s crystal tomb, or something, and I 
was late to class, easing the whiny door open under cover of Brad’s 
neurasthenic singsong  and scanning the room for any available seat. In a 
sudden warm  rush,  of feeling for the first time ever that the Gods really care, 
I saw that the only empty seat in the room was next to the most beautiful girl 
possible. To her left were the windows overlooking St. Jeff’s pathetic playing 
fields and the absence to her immediate right was my destiny. I should have 
wondered why that seat was so  empty. 
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THE GENDARMES of MOROCCO 

 

—– with apologies to Helen DeWitt 
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Local hysterical-realist writer Donald DeLillo’s self-parodying novel, Cosmopolis, begins with 

an epigraph from a Zbigniew Herbert poem: 

―a rat becomes the unit of currency 

But of course the unit of currency of our particular Dystopia is not the rat but the blowjob. So 

let’s get that straight. Picture my Eldritch with one eye like a recalcitrant dial with a hand 

twisting around it;  his big clean beautiful mouth agape;  his gelled hair a graphic 

representation of its bearer facing a hurricane. But I am not shouting. I am speaking in a 

reasonable voice. 

You can’t have a band called Vegan Rapist say I,  Livia,  to Eldritch her son. It’s so 

pathologically counterproductive that it’s like letting the air out of your own tires ten minutes 

before the Tour De France. Why would you do that unless you were a performance artist 

making a statement about self-inflicted failure? Okay, maybe that’s redundant 

and most failure is self-inflicted but shouldn’t the self-sabotage at least be a secret you need 

others to help you see? If the self-sabotage is so obvious, so not subtle, so not requiring 

outside observation or professional help to detect and remedy, if the act of self-sabotage is 

so obvious that the actual point of the action, as you decided to act it out, was, specifically, 

self-sabotage, what does that say about you or your motivations for anything, your 

relationships with anyone, your sense of yourself and the world? And me? 

Eldritch is fourteen. He is a clever boy but he isn’t the prodigy I was hoping to make him. 

Well you know Eldritch’s father was a brilliant and famous married literary critic but Eldritch is 

not much more than just an amateur critic, a run of the mill amateur critic,  of his mother, me. 

Of which I’ve known too many. I know my son is disappointed that I am not hotter (not for 

Oedipal reasons but in regard to the matter of impressing his porno-fluent peer group) but 

the irony is this,  that I spent my hotness (of which there was once a not inconsiderable fund) 

attracting (and gestating) Grade A sperm that soon became the squalling irony-dynamo 

Eldritch. Feed your lion cub pretty lamb and soon enough the lion cub is licking its adorable 

chops and demanding to see the pretty lamb again and resenting your inability (read as 
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unwillingness) to present it.  The pretty lamb is all gone, honey.  Lamb go bye-bye! It is an 

eerie and alienating sensation to finally get Eldritch to make eye contact with his mother as a 

simple courtesy over the breakfast table and realize that all I’ve managed to do is unglue my 

son’s slimy inner eye from the 24/7 porn-a-thon of his prefrontal cortex for three short 

seconds of mediated recognition. Just long enough to ask Eldritch to please pass the butter. 

And then the fight. 

Fourteen! What was I was doing when I was fourteen? I was doing homework for money. 

The homework of others.  The homework of others in college. And I’m still at it, in a way, 

ghost-writing the twenty-chapter leather-bound memoirs of wealthy semi-literates who lost 

their virginity in boarding school at the age of fifteen, had “harrowing” scrapes with the 

gendarmes of Peru or Morocco at twenty two or twenty three and got their recreationally 

character-building pilot’s licenses somewhere around the milestone of forty. They pay me a 

third up front.  I in turn feed Eldritch. 

I feed, clothe, shelter and enable my son Eldritch, with his wholly acceptable IQ of 120/122. 

Nothing to be ashamed of. I paid for his top of the line Questlove signature Ludwig drumkit. 

The bed sheets, pillowcases and footie pyjamas of early Eldritch were festooned with treble 

clefs and violins. Above his antique cradle was a Mozart-themed mobile trembling with die-

cut characters from The Magic Flute, turning like a clever little clockwork solar system 

through my favorite  Halt ein, o Papageno! und sei klug!  bit from the opera. 

Availed: zero. 

When Eldritch showed no interest in the violin I switched to the piano at five and when 

Eldritch showed no love for the piano I bit my lip and tossed, very gently (un-stressingly) a 

rapid succession of French horn, clarinet, bassoon and trumpet at him. The sax was a no-go 

at the time; I wouldn’t even consider it; I mock my former self with an imagined toast of the 

inner cup of traditional hemlock. Before I knew it I was presenting Eldritch with attempted 

lessons in  viola, cello, viola da gamba and cold-sweat last chance options of classical 

guitar; zither; bandoneon, koto and the fleeting sensation of miraculous last-minute salvation 
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in the from-out-of-left-field brainstorm of harp lessons, two desperate weeks of that and 

furious rows and refusing to eat and suddenly Eldritch deliberately clutching the strings 

of Miss van Gezebert’s super-expensive instrument like the bendy bars of a cartoon jail with 

snot-and-SpaghettiO’d fingers,  refusing to release until all lessons are called off forever.  He 

was eight. 

It was at the age of ten, on his own, at that perfidious private fucking school I divert fully a 

third of my total financial resources toward, that Eldritch picked up, with the joyous 

inevitability of a summering bee in an open can of Coca Cola near an open window at a 

school for the blind, the drums. 

“What an amazing,” said the racist so-called music teacher at the perfidious private funds-

sucking institution that has obviously conspired to destroy me, “natural aptitude!” 

What was I was doing when I was fourteen? It was 1997. The Year of No Diggity. 

I was a music video, every day, that’s what I was doing, I was a New Jack spectacle on the 

way home from school as low-riders with bodacious hydraulics heaved and juddered to 

shadow me down the low budget sci fi boulevard blasting No Diggity so loud and thick I 

could barely hear the slime of quips, demands, compliments, entreaties, curses, blessings, 

weather reports, financial statements and ribald poetry being heaved in buckets all over me. 

Every single day. I ran evolution’s ritual catcalling gauntlet and got drenched, a long-legged, 

 fragile-jawed, doe-eyed gamine with a jet-black battle flag of hair and so much stuff up front 

that technically, I guess, I had a prow. The good ship innocence ironified: me. If people were 

as awful  as we all seem to think they are I wouldn’t have survived to be writing about this 

agony now. Although how much of me has?  There is more of me, yes, but perhaps it is 

rather less. 

Eldritch, I am saying. Darling. Can you hear what I am saying? Please hear me rationally. 

You can’t have a band called Vegan Rapist of which you are the only member and we can’t 

afford to print up one thousand of these glossy full-color flyers to plaster them all over the 

neighborhood we actually live in with your obvious picture on them looking like a mug shot 
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wearing the exact same outfit you wear every day that you’re going to go to the Kinko’s 

around the corner in to have these glorified Wanted Posters printed up. You can’t. For all of 

the reasons mentioned. Can you hear me? Why are you smiling? 

Which of course reminds me of my father trying to explain to me why I shouldn’t wear a 

belly-button-exposing hot pink tank top on the subway. I can still see his lips moving under 

his Anwar Sadat mustache and his immigrant-brown eyes crying out like a drowner’s but all I 

could hear was my own inner Magic Flute, the Queen of the Night’s audacious interval-leaps 

and trills, the sonic analogue of ambition’s awareness of my body’s awesome power. 
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DR. RED  

 
I see someone has promptly raised a hand. 

This is very good. 

Because I want to ask a question. A kind of a technical question about law. You really are a 

lawyer, then, right? And so you’ve probably studied some law. Right? 
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People are already laughing. Nice. Nothing easier. What a pleasure. And your easy laughter 

has nothing to do with the fact that you’re all here on complimentary tickets and the food and 

drinks are free, too, right? Nothing to do with that. 

I could be wanking into a blind old beloved school teacher’s half-good eye and you’d be 

laughing your tits off. Her eyelids could be held open with those little… what do you call 

those? You know, those special… what do you call those? You know. The tiny scary clampy 

thingies. From that movie. You know. For eyelids. A Clockwork something. Something about 

citrus fruits. What do you call those thingies, holding the beloved old blind school teacher’s 

eyelids open while I wank into her half-good eye? To your uproarious and untroubled 

laughter. Full as you are with free food and drink. 

So, this guy has identified himself as a lawyer. This guy over here. 

I mean, I’m sure he really is one. He wouldn’t claim to be a real lawyer in a comedy club 

audience if he weren’t, would he? What are the odds? I mean, of a lawyer impostor who 

goes from comedy club to comedy club just waiting for… 

Can you see him there? 

About five rows back, to my left?  He has a beautifully-shaped head. I’m sure he would 

normally have a full head of thick blond hair but he shaves it all off every morning. Takes an 

hour. Purely a style choice. That wasn’t meant to get a laugh. Save some up, will you? How 

do you people run a marathon? Run as fast as you can as soon as they say “go” and 

collapse in nine minutes? Pace yourselves. I’m literally begging. 

Can you see the lawyer there? He’s under the AUSGANG sign. 

I hope there aren’t any Germans in the audience because I know I just said AUSGANG 

wrong. What? You’re all Germans? Oh God, the worst kind. You all speak several languages 

and you can quote more English Grammar rules than I can, right? Because you studied Latin 

in kindergarten.  Is it “kindergarten” or Der Kindergarten? Oh, God. I said AUSGANG in front 
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of you and you’re all thinking, how hilarious, that is not how one actually says it. Is that why 

you’re all laughing with careless abandon instead of pacing yourselves like a seasoned 

Anglophone comedy audience? 

Come on now. Pace yourselves. Don’t you know how to titter and smirk? You seriously think 

you can guffaw the whole set? Don’t say I didn’t warn you. Ten minutes from now you’ll be 

able to hear a pin fucking drop and guess who’ll get the blame? Certainly not the poly-lingual 

German businessmen. I just saw a guy slap his knee. Madness. 

I usually play in front of drunken Brits who speak one language. Or drunken Americans who 

speak point seven. Don’t laugh at that. Stop laughing, please. This is like having sex with a 

bunch of poly-lingual German businessmen who don’t ask permission before prematurely 

ejaculating. I’m up here screaming my “safety word” and you don’t even care.  You’re all just 

humping away and correcting my German pronunciation and my English pronunciation and 

coming in my half-good eye,  having a helluva good time. 

I need to ask a question. 

I want to ask the lawyer with the beautiful head, under the AUS… I mean, the EXIT sign… 

look at his beautiful head. It’s glowing a little, isn’t it? It’s slightly red, reflecting the light from 

the Aus… from the Ex… from the sign. Am I hallucinating? Do the rest of you see him? His 

beautifully-shaped glowing red head that he shaves twice a day because his thick blond hair 

grows back so quickly? It’s such a nuisance, that hair. He spends half his life removing it. 

This joke… I call it The Supermarket Joke… I’ve been doing it for about a year, by the way. 

Something like a year. It gets a little better every time I do it.  Which means that every time I 

do this joke I get a little closer to the last day I’ll ever do this joke again and then die.  Listen. 

Seriously. Can we be serious? 

Sometimes, you know, I ask if there’s a lawyer in the audience and nobody responds. Right? 

So I’m forced. It’s horrible. 
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I’m forced to pretend to interact with an imaginary lawyer to make the joke work.  

Like, I’m yelling, like a crazy person, like, at an empty seat near the back of the room. 

Literally yelling. 

Which only works in a larger club. It can be kind of awkward in a twenty-five seater with all 

the lights up, you know? Like, everybody is watching me address myself to an empty seat 

that everybody in the room can clearly see is empty because they are right next to it. 

People give you the benefit of the doubt if you’re famous and people have seen you on 

Television because they assume you know what you’re doing and it isn’t just a sad bit that 

you’ve ill-advisedly attempted with an audience so small that the statistical likelihood that 

there will, in fact, be a lawyer in the audience is close to nil. 

You’d be more likely to get a positive response if you asked if there’s anyone in the room 

who’s bored and depressed and tired of life and resents the fact that they’ve blown the price 

of a cheap dinner in a bad brothel on some deluded fuck who thinks he can make people 

laugh by interacting with imaginary lawyers in the audience. Right? Some whistling. Are you 

whistling for bad brothels or deluded fucks? Or both? It’s not an either/or. 

Tonight we’re lucky, we have a real lawyer with a beautifully-shaped head. And I have a 

question for him. What’s your name? Wait, no, forget I asked. I’m going to call you Red, if 

you don’t mind. Red or Mr Red? Mr Red? Okay, I have to admit that I didn’t expect that. It’s a 

little formal, isn’t it, Mr. Red? Well okay, then. 

Mr Red, I was wondering. 

This is a question about Supermarkets. Supermarket law, specifically. Is that a thing? Have 

you studied Supermarket Law? Well, would you consider studying it in the future? Will your 

answer even count, now? Shouldn’t I get an expert in Supermarket Law to answer this 

question instead? No? I can trust you, Mr. Red? 
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Okay, then. My question regarding Super Market Law. Please think it over before blurting out 

a flippant and entirely disrespectful answer. 

Here’s the question. 

Is it actually illegal to take, uh, something out of someone else’s, uh, you know, shopping 

trolley before they have, uh…  paid for it? 

Why are you laughing, Mr Red? Because maybe the answer is laughably obvious to you, as 

a lawyer,  sure, but the rest of us… 

It’s a bit of a grey area, isn’t it? I’ve stumped you, haven’t I? 

Hundreds of thousands of dollars for a Law School degree and fresh out of Law School 

you’re stumped by a Law Question from a Stand Up at a place called Yuk Yuk’s. It’s not 

exactly To Kill a Mockingbird, is it? Great: you’re laughing. Because you’re incredibly well-

educated, poly-lingual German businessmen. If I tried that joke on Americans, do you know 

what would happen…? Not a fucking thing. The calming silence of an aggregate IQ of 

exactly 100. 

Okay, another question. 

Another highly technical question in Super Market Law for Mr. Red. Dr Red? 

By the way. Are you charging me for this or is it pro bono, Dr Red? Well, bill me. Yes, of 

course, just send the bill to Sadly Funny Man at Yuk Yuk’s. Y-U-K, Y-U-K apostrophe S. My 

secretary will see to it immediately.  I get all my important mail here. 

Okay.  Where was I? Technical question number two. 

You’re in the supermarket and you find, like, a box of cookies that someone has left, for 

some reason, who knows why… they’ve left this box of cookies where the cucumbers are. 
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Right?  So, technically speaking , should you put it in your trolley? Some weird box of 

cookies looking totally out of place where it never belonged. Somebody just put it there,  it’s 

sitting in the totally wrong place. Right? Disgusting. Somehow the molecular properties of 

the contents of the box have irrevocably changed, right?  You don’t even want to look at it. 

Right?  This cookie box is unclean. 

Now you can laugh. We’re at the half-way point. Let it out. Laugh at the man with the funny 

religion, it’s cathartic. 

In fact. Wait. That should be a supermarket rule. This is an important new theory in 

Supermarket Law. We are at the forefront.  New Rule. 

You find something in the wrong place in the Supermarket, it’s yours. 

Right? I think that’s fair. 

But if they catch you putting something in the wrong place, you should have to pay for the 

misplaced item…  plus the pro-rated portion of the hourly wage of the minion whose task it is 

to restore order to the aisle you have willfully violated. Does that sound technical enough to 

be a law, Dr. Red? 

Listen, you’re all laughing, but I’m serious. Think about it. 

How long have supermarkets existed? 

Like, hundreds of years, right? 

Or something like that. Okay,  ten. More than ten. Twenty five? Were there even 

supermarkets when we were kids? There must have been because I remember riding 

around in shopping trolleys… but maybe my folks owned a trolley-like object for transporting 

children on Formica tiles years before the supermarket was invented. Maybe we have it 

backwards. I vividly remember being pushed by my mother in a supermarket trolley before I 
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could talk. Well, wait, that’s misleading, because I couldn’t talk until I was fifteen. I 

could kind of talk. Just like today. American is my second language, I’ll have you know. 

These jokes are way better in Yiddish. If I spoke Yiddish I could prove that for you. How 

many people here speak Yiddish? 

What, no laughs on that one? 

Uh, okay, let’s say people invented supermarkets in the ’50s,  to keep housewives off the 

streets. Let’s say it was ’45. Or, no, they invented supermarkets so sexually frustrated moms 

could have somewhere to read National Enquirers under fluorescent lighting 

to Zamfir’s version of a Carpenters song without making a mess in the 1970s. If mom 

suddenly snaps in her beehive wig and bashes the baby’s head in with a frozen dinner, 

right? Which is exactly what happened to me, by the way, only I survived… consider that a 

disclaimer for all the laughs you will fail to achieve on my watch. The supermarket 

aisles, unlike shag carpet,  they were easy to mop up.  Minion with a sponge mop appears 

out of a trapdoor near the fruits and vegetables. Minion in the cucumber aisle, please! Code 

word Spaghetti-Os! 

I guess that’s was what they considered violent back then, right? Ha. 

Bashing a baby’s head in with a TV dinner. Don’t make us laugh, right? That was before 

things changed and everything got worse… vandalism, violence, sexism, racism, 

everything… everything got worse by adding porn to it. You know? 

Disgruntled coffee shop workers no longer simply pee in your coffee, right, now they have to 

get an orgasm out of your gustatory defilement, too? And remember before they went 

and pornified rape… it used to take less than a minute, didn’t it? I think that’s factually 

correct. The traditions of another era. Police arrive at the scene of a robbery these days and 

all the victims are wearing cock rings. The Klan don’t burn crosses any more, they 

waggle giant black dildos.  They joust disrespectfully with big black studded dildos. It’s both 

awful and hot at the same time, like a Happy Meal. You don’t even know what I’m talking 
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about and neither do I but you’re laughing your Teutonic asses off because at some weird 

subliminal philosophical level we all know it’s true. 

What is a joke but nonsense that is so true that it renders us helpless in its gaze? That’s a 

quote from Heidegger, for my overwhelmingly German audience. 

You like that, don’t you? 

Yeah, I know what you like. 

Americans like cock rings and Germans like Heidegger.  That’s the cultural difference in a 

nutshell. It should say that in all the travel books. That would be helpful. Do you even know 

what a cock ring is? Of course you don’t, you’re all overwhelmingly German businessmen. 

But you laughed anyway. I guarantee you not one American would have laughed at the 

Heidegger reference. When I want to cut the night short in a comedy club in Hydrocephalus,  

Missouri I get out one of the Heidegger jokes. I got ’em from my grandfather. My Opa. I am a 

sad, sad man. I just had a thought. More like an image. A vignette. A Feminist 

Klanswoman burning her bra on a cross. Even more random. Is there any woman on Earth 

more interested in the art of faking orgasms than OJ’s current girlfriend? 

Speaking of women. 

Whoo-wee, the Berlin girls, eh? A round of applause for Berlin girls please. 

Yes indeed. 

What a feast. Next best thing to a Thai Ladyboy for a heterosexual German businessman on 

a tight budget. Are you married, Dr. Red? Dr. Red is blushing. Keep your composure there, 

Doc, I’m going to need to pick your ultra-efficient brain for a legal definition. 

Now, don’t be shocked, because they amended the relevant laws quite a while ago, but I 

slept with a Berlin girl once. German, I mean. Yep, I defiled a Rhine Maiden. 
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Calm down. 

Some of you might, quite ignorantly, have defined me as a virgin before the night I 

experienced the mitigated charms of that alluring Berlinerin. 

Doc? The legal definition of  “woman” is any person or thing with a vagina, right? Scattered 

applause from the Ladyboy aficionados among our businessmen. 

Thank you. 

And vagina, Doc. The legal definition for “vagina” is anything I can’t stick my semi-

tumescent, foreskin-free penis in without touching at least one of its interior walls on the way 

out again, right? That’s in the 1936 edition of the Oxford Dictionary of Law, I checked. So, 

technically, I wasn’t a virgin the night I slept with Ficka von Besserwisser.  But wait. Why the 

snickers? I swear that was the lady’s name. 

We met on the murky premises of a famous nightspot of legendary Weimar-like decadence. 

The place was practically satanic with cigar smoke. Indistinct couples in black corners at 

tables decorated with dozens of sticky Sekt and luminous absinthe rings committed half-

heartedly erotic acts with the distracted languor of lebensmude demons. Again applause? 

Applause but no laughter? You like it purple, my post-barbarian friends? I’ll bear that in mind. 

Ficka took one look at me in my formal attire… wait… do I detect an undercurrent of 

dismissive giggles out there in the audience? You’re saying I don’t look like a guy who owns 

formal attire? You’re saying I don’t look like the son of a son of a son of a Shtetl Jew who 

knows how to dress to attract a diamond-jawed Aryan maiden with phosphorous-blonde hair 

like a comet’s tail and a cunt as hard and cold and tight as a fresh grave dug in 

February? Some cold cruel, beautiful-as-a-new-knife,  crypto-racist daughter of the shiny-

boot-tribe who came that close to making German the official language of Nebraska… you’re 

saying I could never be suave nor slick nor put-together  enough to score a self-shamingly 

sick fuck with a demon-haunted, ancestrally-Jew-skinning, disease-riddled Wagnerian hottie 

like that?  Is that what you think? 
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Fucking Krauts. 

Laugh all you want, har har har, but I’m up here slicing off your nut sacks in my mind and it’s 

giving me a leeetle beeet of an erection. Slightly embarrassing. Can you see it? 

You can’t? 

Even more embarrassing. 

Jesus, what’s a Jew gotta do to make you twisted fucks hate him? 

Thank you. 

Thank you very much. What a crowd. 

But, um, how am I going to steer this back to the topic of supermarkets? I seem to have 

wandered off piste. 

How abruptly non-sequiturial  am I allowed to be up here in the fantasy revenge of my hostile 

narrative space? 

Suppose you get robbed in a supermarket. 

Okay? 

You call the cops with your… what you German businessmen call a “handy”. You call the 

cops. No, make that your wife. Your wife is funnier. Your wife calls the cops. 

The cops show up. 

Your wife Ficka, she’s hysterical in the cucumber aisle. She feels so violated. Last Friday 

night she picked up a filthy Jew in the disco and he rode her like an old horse in his 
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depressing flat, fucked her in the ass unprotected and made her apologize in a language in 

which she is somewhat less than proficient. Right? Terrible week, now this:  robbed by a 

refugee in the cucumber aisle. 

Make it a fucking Syrian. 

Yuck. 

Your wife Ficka calls the cops and they hurry to the grocery store… make it Lidl because 

why not… and the cops finally show up and with quite a bit of sincerely sympathetic effort 

they manage to calm Ficka down… 

What’s the first philosophically significant question the cops have to ask when she’s 

coherent again? 
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TOTALLY NAKED WITH WILD DOGS 

 

Barry lectures: One out of every hundred people, or perhaps one out of every two hundred, 

harbors the seed of a cardinal talent. By cardinal talent meaning: the extraordinary ability to 

write or write music or paint or craft technical inventions (and nowadays to write code for 

software) and so on. But only a fraction of that fraction will have the strength or unstoppable 

compulsion to bring the talent to any useful level of fruition. Many of the talented will dabble, 

 in school, at an age at which it’s safe to dabble, and then stop when society and hormones 
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force them to move on into the ranks of the quotidianly functional (those who produce on the 

assembly line and/or make children in order to replenish the ranks of the assembly-line 

workers). 

Very few of the potentially cardinally talented, already a small number,  will 

become actively talented, the smallest number. Whereas people who are active 

shits number perhaps two out of seven? At best two out of ten, a number not so small and 

also guaranteed, unlike the picayune numbers of the cardinally talented, to swell as the shits 

who are children become adult shits. 

Why? 

Because society encourages shits. 

Barry lectures: Society forces shits to multiply. The shits at the top require the support of the 

shits at the bottom: they wink at the little boy who tortures the frog and cheats at trivial 

games to win. They turn a blind eye to the slender girl who torments  the fatty and/or cackles 

mercilessly at the poor boy with holes in his not-even-ever-fashionable shoes. They 

encourage the venal, smelly, success-abscessed businessman who brings nothing of value 

to this world but the huge debts he incurs, never intending to pay them off,  and the lost 

years of the workers he humiliates in exchange for the virtual symbol of money they can 

never own. The shits at the top encourage the teen shit who is nothing but a sex doll to 

become an alcoholic wife who is nothing but a consumer. 

He lectures: Of those who are neither shits nor cardinal talents (regarding talents who are 

also shits we will speak later), perhaps three out of five are hapless, floating, not-all-there, 

killing time in a long loud haze before the end puts them out of their misery. They are put out 

of this misery with an intense coda of physical pain and bewildered,  obscenely resentful, 

wretchedness. The hapless often hasten the end with booze, drugs, cigarettes, the over-

consumption of shitty foods (marketed by amoral shits) and so on. They are the first of the 

elderly to reek obliviously of piss. They are driven neither to activate a cardinal talent nor 

pursue the destructive obsessions of the shits, they are simply here (or there), but without 
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the grace of animals, who are there (or here) with horripilating intensity, relying on 

thoughtless reflexes to survive in a hostile world. 

The clubs were so smoky, in those days, it required a certain amount of physical discipline to 

enter them, cheap as the cover charges were. The smoke was unbearable. There were 

tongue-like flames in her eyes like the tongues of poisonous frogs. 

“It can’t be bad as all that!” he shouted. 

Her eyes were pushed into the jumpered crook of her right elbow. She laughed; only her big 

red lips and tiny white teeth were visible. Her hair ran in an invisible black rope down her 

slender back. 

“I’m Stef!” he shouted. 

“The thing is,” he said, in a softly seductive (fluent, unbothered) tone, over a large orange 

juice in the cafe around the corner, “Americans who come here to escape boredom don’t 

understand that this place is the capital city of boredom. People who dance in a club from 

three a.m. until noon, they are bored, just like people who paint on the city walls or who do 

performance art totally naked with wild dogs or like the people who march in thirty 

meaningless protests a year. It’s all because of boredom.” 

What she liked about Stefan was his refusal to qualify his opinions with the wish-washy  “in 

my opinion” curse of her generation. She also liked that he was half-German, which was 

infinitely more exotic than just plain German, or just plain American, to her.  He was a first. 

When he switched (or lapsed) into speaking German, ordering in a cafe or telling a beggar 

off,  his face changed completely. It was only during this change that he became handsome 

to her. It didn’t matter to her that she didn’t understand a word of what he was saying during 

the transformation. Within an hour of first meeting her in the club, as he paid for their coffee 

(milchkaffee) and large orange juice, he joked, right in front of the counter girl, 
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“I got the worst of both worlds: American lack of self-consciousness and a German dick 

size.” 

Not two hours later he was demanding that she choke him harder as he went down on her. 

He began coughing and gagging and gasping for breath as he licked. Her resultant orgasm 

was vast and Stefan’s curly head between her legs looked like a swollen, cartoonish version 

of her own unruly bush, a reminder to wax,  and so she laughed immediately after coming. 

She laughed uncontrollably, her hands gripping fistfuls of Stefan’s hair without thinking;  he 

didn’t laugh when she finally explained herself. He lit a cigarette and stared at her calmly 

through his smoke. Analytically. At least he didn’t accuse her of racism. Her ponytail was 

draped over the headboard like a whip. 

“Just wait until you’ve been here for six months,” said Stefan, oracularly. 

When her phone got stolen she used it as an excuse to break all contact with family. 

Because eventually, her mother, who had warned her against coming to Berlin during the 

second Gulf War, would ask her if she’d met anyone yet, the truthful answer to which her 

mother would not be thrilled to hear. You went to Germany to have sex with colored 

people?  This makes sense? She could imagine her mother’s voice with spine-tingling 

clarity. Her mother’s voice and eyebrows. The near-hysterical attempt to sound unflustered 

about it; to sound worldly, knowing.  It’s none of my business, it’s your life, live and let live, 

who cares in this day and age? I have my own problems to worry about. But you know your 

grandmother… 

Who had her mother expected that she had come to Germany to sleep with? Aryans? 

The answer to this question was not expressible in a verbal language; it was a sly tingle 

somewhere; an evil tingle in somebody else’s jezebel loins. She’d seen it more than once 

and in almost all of her friends. All these college-educated Jews flocking to Berlin to see how 

many Germans they might trick into liking them. 
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“That’s not what it is,” said her hapless friend Barry. 

They were drifting along between two couch-sized slabs of concrete on the unofficially-

named Jewish Memorial, working, at tellingly different rates,  on bubblegum-blue scoops of 

ice cream set precariously in stale dark cones. Cones so stale they were chewy. 

“What is it, then?” 

“The safest thrill going? Bungee jumping is way too risky. But, hey,  you can walk down a 

street where your nana lived as a little girl when they were rounding the Yids up. A paltry 

seventy years between you and certain death.” 

“I don’t buy it.” 

“Nobody’s asking you to.” 

Barry was leaning against one of the higher memorial slabs which were fixed in a grid-like 

maze of such slabs, or stelae, the individual heights of which varied according to the artist’s 

algorithmic metaphor. The official title of the piece was Denkmal für die Ermordeten Juden 

Europas… Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe.  A bit on-the-nose. She’d innocently 

unpacked a small picnic of cold fishsticks on a red napkin on one of these stelae the opening 

day of the memorial and a guard (or just some officious-looking citizen-snooper in a gray 

jacket and a walkie-talkie), with a widow’s peak,  had swooped out of nowhere,  to admonish 

her in retarded English and gestures. Without a word, she’d got her passport out and 

showed him her credentials, like an FBI agent. The scold then fucked off,  without a word (a 

click of the heels would have been nice), in turn. She could see how power went to some 

people’s heads. As for these concrete slabs: how could you take them seriously? 

“When I was a kid,” said Barry, with his wannabe-blue tongue, “I wanted to be a Himalayan 

Explorer. Which, like, that’s standard, all kids want to be some iconically preposterous thing 

like Himalayan Explorer or bush doctor or trapeze artist or spy, right? But here’s the thing: 

some people really become those things. So what’s the difference between the kids who 
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actually grow up to become those things and the ones who don’t? Imperturbability? 

Monomaniacality? Kismet? Connections? What?” 

Barry was the first expat she’d met in Berlin and he now radiated classical signals, on the 

visible spectrum,  that he was hurt by the fact that she’d skipped right over him to sleep with 

Stefan instead, among them being: a dark view of the world he pretended that he’d always 

had plus a tendency  toward exaggerated commentary regarding the allure of female 

passersby plus a tendency to shower her with left-handed compliments about whatever she 

felt wasn’t particularly attractive  about her at any given time, specifically her not-long hair 

and her not-small nose.  She’d chopped off her bleached locks at the limits of their four-inch 

roots before leaving for Europe. 

Barry’s captivity in her hapless male gulag of neutered acquaintances was the never-

healing, unspoken wound of their acquaintanceship and it was exacerbated (re-gouged 

daily) by the fact that everyone else skipped Barry, too.  She’d been in the city now long 

enough to speak rudimentary German and socialize with other recent arrivals who each, 

 also, derived a few watts of psychic energy per month from Barry’s dull agony over the fact 

that they were neither sleeping with Barry nor toying with the idea of it. Even the chubby 

ones. 

The way he was eating that cone, for example. 

As though eating the cone was the actual point of buying a cone when, in fact, cone-eating, 

 in the presence of a friend, is merely contingent on the main event of the friend’s presence. 

What kind of adult went out with the sole purpose of buying an ice cream cone, alone, in 

mind? Or ate one like that in front of her? She had to fight a perverse impulse to give Barry 

hers to finish. Instead she stowed it discreetly and largely uneaten at the base of the nearest 

of the stelae, where it leaked a puddle of blue like alien blood, wondering if that particular 

slab was meant to symbolize a specific Jew. Why stelae? Why not parking meters? Or 

teeth? A field of teeth, one had to tiptoe around,  instead. 
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She thought, Barry is the Jew who reminds other Jews that all that business about Jews 

being smarter is nonsense. Barry is the Jewish conscience: we may fool the Goys but Barry 

won’t let us fool ourselves. Barry with his mild belly and curly red hair and the bizarre 

affectation of a crude leather personalized biker’s wallet on a chain, protruding from his back 

pocket. She’d winced when he’d fished the fat wallet out of his back pocket to pay for the 

cones. 

“What are you thinking right now?” asked Barry, as he popped the Narnian spire of the 

cone’s very tip in his mouth. 

In truth, she hadn’t come to Berlin to sleep with anyone. 

Her secret of secrets was that she’d come to Berlin to write. 

She often longed with dull agony to have been born in an era in which proclaiming that one 

had come to Berlin, or to any city, to write, didn’t sound so ridiculous that anyone hearing 

such a thing would be obliged to stifle a knowing guffaw. 

She showed Barry a few short stories the first week he knew her, the two having met at a 

reading at an English Language Book Shop,  near Checkpoint Charlie,  on May Day, 

knowing that Barry’s critique would be softened, at the very least,  by the fact that he hadn’t 

yet figured out that she’d rather sleep with anybody in the city but him and, moreover,  his 

critique would very probably tend to be so hyperbolically laudatory as to keep her going,  in 

the bubble of her vacillating sense of a vocation,  for weeks. Unless he was the type who 

flirted by being dismissive or brutally critical but she knew he wasn’t. 

To hedge her bets she made a wisecrack about how she’d stopped taking the pill after 

reading an article about declining motility, in European sperm samples, before handing Barry 

the very short stories,  typed on her father’s firm’s stationery, right out of her purse. Barry 

read them, lips mobile,  in the loud bar to which they’d retreated after the reading, hands on 

his brow.  Thence to the smoke-thick club Barry would witness Stefan pick her up from. 
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 Barry would soon be wondering, with a spiritual groan of self-loathing:  why didn’t I tell her 

the stories were brilliant? 

It was all related. Barry said, 

“It’s obvious you have talent. But it’s also obvious that you need to have a few life 

experiences before you have anything  interesting to say. And I don’t mean getting 

pregnant.” 

She thought fuck you with ants before his second sentence was complete. 

With a flash of pleasure she imagined pithing him. 

But she also thought: goddammit. 

When she got pregnant with Stefan, Barry was the first to know. 

It was late autumn and what appeared to be confluent  hordes of school kids separated, in 

age, by two or three grades and dressed in cute little, mournfully-dark scarves and caps and 

jackets were running and squealing and hiding between the stelae of the Denkmal für die 

Ermordeten Juden Europas while Barry tracked their collectively unregulated joy rather than 

face her. He imagined each little face as a crispy autumn leaf. He sneered, in the direction of 

the kids, as if they were confirmation of a bitter prediction he’d made, and said, 

“You flew all the way to Europe just to get yourself knocked up by a guy you wouldn’t have 

looked twice at in The States?” 

What really stung was that Barry, by now unfucked by dozens of fresh arrivals to the city, in 

overlapping waves,  had obviously clung to her, her, as his last chance and only hope of 

seeing action before he was recalled ignominiously to Akron . That’s how low he had placed 

her on the totem all along and now it was revealed. Barry had thought: if she doesn’t, who 

will? 
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She was furious. 

“How do you know who I would have looked twice at in the States? Maybe I eyeballed 

mulattoes day in day out, for all you know? Do you even know what city I was born in? What 

my middle name is, even? What’s my favorite color? Who’s my favorite Beatle? Who are 

you? Do you think I’m stupid enough to think that’s your real name? I’ve never even seen 

your flat! Are you homeless?” 

That night she went over the various movements of the argument (as it had ebbed and 

cooled and reheated and flowed and cooled and finally exploded in a shouting match of 

insults neither party could ever hope to rescind; toxic, in other words, with unvarnished 

truth),  with what felt like cinematic recall, while strangling Stefan. Which meant, 

consequently, that it took her much longer than usual to climax. When Stefan stopped licking 

or moving she was beyond noticing, lost in the depths of recalling Barry’s facial expression, 

 of excretory ecstasy,  in calling her a shit. 
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PET’S PROBS 

 

Women who have never been oppressed, who have always been deferred to and 

have, without exception, always gotten their way, never denied or undervalued, 

never told “no!” or “wait!” or “you can’t do that!” (not even in jest) are now getting a 

steady stream of hyperbolic affirmations meant to bolster the self-esteem of 

marginalized, voiceless, serially-abused women of the Third World.  These upper 

class females are intercepting the “you are a goddess!” and “no one can tell you 

what to do!” pep talks meant for much needier women and it is driving them insane, 
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it’s turning them into monsters. As in a Sci Fi flick of the 1950s, the Japanese Army 

will have to be called in to fire rockets at these wannabe-show-stoppers  until they 

are forced into the sea, for civilization itself is at stake. 

Thought Pet, idly. 

“You stan books,” announced Isla. 

“Great,” said Pet. 

“No, you’re good with words, I mean.  So write a Corona-30  story. We’ll be rich. 

Write…” 

“Oh Saintly Gates,” said Pet. 

“But then we won’t have to do it.  See? And then you can finally afford me. I told you 

already… ” 

“… who art in Heaven,”  said Pet. 

“I told you already Ghizlaine thinks I’m crazy.” 

“Ghizlaine needs to eat a cheeseburger,”  Pet said.  Pet said it softly. He had no idea 

what a cheeseburger was. 

The harder Pet stared into the magnifying glass,  tweaking the angle of the ring-light 

with micro-coordinating winces, the more softly Pet spoke. The whorls and ridges of 

the concerning terrain revealed suggestive discolorations that demanded attention. 

 Pet had been limping  for nearly a week.  He was facing the serious possibility of 

becoming the stock character of an amateur killer with a comedy limp. He pictured 

himself limping laboriously down a fire-escape. He knew it was funny. 
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“But I’m serious, Pet.” 

“Nobody gets rich writing short stories, Isla. Even porn stars are only doing it for the 

exposure these days. Things are not like they were back when you could put a 

couple of kids through, uh …” 

“Yes but Ghizlaine’s ex,  Winnie …?” 

Something  something inaudibly dismissive. 

“What?” 

Pet relaxed his rigorously semi-yogic pose and set the tweezers down in the shallow 

alcohol bath reflecting the ring-light in the souvenir Soyuz ashtray.  Ripples 

surrounded the tweezers as if they were singing. Pet raised his voice to be heard but 

he did not face Isla as he spoke. He spoke clearly (pee-dan-ti-cal-ly, as his mother 

would have said it) into a space that was lower than their barstooled laps and 

halfway between them. 

“Winnie was born rich. He got that 11-figure advance precisely because 

he didn’t need it.  That’s how it works. Winnie’s shit sold forty fucking copies and 

even the copies that supposedly real people so-called bought…” 

Pet constantly caught himself using his mother’s talk-ways these days like his 

mother was gradually cleverly reproducing her consciousness as a subset of Pet’s 

own in preparation for the extinction her enormous body was skirting the funneling 

rim of, surviving on centrifugal force alone. Easily more than double herself at the 

careen of rubicund ripeness of fifty-five or whatever.  The ghost of her lost allure as 

lingeringly evanescent as the fizzle of the dregs of the  morning’s first bottle of Coca 

Cola over dinner. 
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So who was that kitten-breasted teen with Slavic bones Pet sometimes watched in 

the off-brown light of nostalgia’s humiliating boredom?  That woman who was so 

unrecognizable to Pet that Pet could pull the self’s hard taffy to flicks of her getting 

stuffed without feeling the least little queer about it?  She who had sent Pet and Pet’s 

fraternal twin to private institutions of education with old school cash she’d minted as 

a Sinfluencer for Disnegram-18+ . A well-read woman whose life-long goal had been 

to retire at 40 and never touch a cock or skip a meal again. 

Isla brushed her gush of hair and stared at Pet’s agonizing efforts to tweeze himself. 

She cleared her throat and Pet set the tweezers down in the alcohol with fastidious 

affectation again. A dense micro-blossom of incarnadine diffused in the ripples that 

surrounded the tweezers as if they were singing. She said, 

“Yes but make it a tear-jerker, I mean. People love… ” 

“Ah. Like  make the protagonist an old washer-woman. Right?” 

“Exactly!” 

“Clutching her use-worn Gates-Rosary in the hyperbaric…” 

“Yes! Make her Hispanic!” 

“We flash-back to her youth…  a carefree time…” 

“Okay.” 

“Our tragic heroine is tall but slender, small-breasted, long thick shiny black hair 

straight down to her glistening thighs…” 

“Okay…” 
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“Two cocks in her mouth…” 

2 
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Pet’s mother received Pet in the solarium. 

The room smelled strongly of spit on your chin. 

“What’s wrong with your leg?” 

Estelle had the lead-lined blindfold wrapped protectively around her eyes as a 

parabolic array of converted recycled knock-off Chinese gold-phones  surrounded 

her sprawling body in an air-rippling cocoon of radiation to give her a “permanent” 

 (six-month) tan so how could she see Pet’s limp? Estelle’s pathologically padded 

and convex mons looked exactly like a toddler’s pebble-dashed rump in the 

shimmer. Pet remembers very vividly thinking that that’s how he might have 

described it in the kind of obituary Estelle might have gotten a kick out of proof-

reading on her expensive deathbed. Luxury deathbeds were very in and people 

ordered them well in advance and spent most of their accumulated social credit 

(banked mostly from denunciations) to have them. Everyone wanted a luxury 

deathbed that resembled Katie Price’s. Was Estelle clairvoyant? 

“How did you…?” 

“You grunted ‘fucking leg’ as you limped over the threshold.” 

“Ah.” 

“Have you ever even walked on wood, Pet? In your life?” 

“Huh?” 

“One of the men I knew from the good old days is a doctor’s helper now and he told 

me recently that psychosomatic injuries from this year’s spring vaccy are trending.” 
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“Um,” said Pet. There was definitely a very real splinter in his foot. All he had to do 

was find the fucker and dig the fucker out and dress the little calendar of wounds 

from every day’s effort at digging. 

After what felt like a record-breaking silence, Estelle offered: 

“And now you’re a so-called assassin, I hear?” 

“The poor man’s way out of debt.” 

“Whose debt?” 

“Isla’s,” confessed Pet unnecessarily. 

“Isla’s Christmas debts. Yes?” 

“I know you don’t like her. At least she’ll be helping out.” 

“How?” 

“Distract him, probably. Or hold him down? We haven’t worked it out yet.” 

“Who is he?” 

“Some Negro Princeling,” shrugged Pet. 

Estelle made an oh, okay, not as serious as I thought sound in the cavernous mid-

region of her throat and added, 

“When I was fit and young, many years ago, many years before you were born, 

 when I was an irresistible beauty who was still scrubbing floors for a living and men 

would tip their hats at me, or wave and whistle or sing little snatches of popular 
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songs on the open street, a street without check-points, without fixed cameras or 

whispering drones,” sniffed Pet’s mother Estelle as she welled up hotly under the 

lead-lined wrap and a weary Pet sat on the edge of the tanning bed with his back to 

Estelle  and muttered here we go, “way back before all of this, before we all became 

nothing but defective cattle being herded out of the pen and along the sadistic 

channel of an ever-narrowing chute toward the inevitable end ,” but then Estelle’s 

words were lost in the froth of the psychosomatic expression of inconsolable grief. 
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SARAH GOLD or TEMPUS FUGGIT 

 
Snap. 

Mr Butler grunted and said, “You pick a woman, you pay a little attention to 
her, you figure out what she thinks she likes and what she really likes and if 
you do it right, pretty soon she’s yours, man, your very own honey. That plus a 
part-time job and some barbecue pork three times a month and you’re all set. 
Fuck college. You see what I’m saying?  You drinking yet?” 
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Butler walked around the table, flexing his gardening gloves. 

He grunted again and got the legs off the rickety gurney and on to the slightly 
tilted stainless steel, after which he straightened her the way you’d straighten 
any articulated five-foot, four-inch object that was both a little rubbery and 
rather stiff and not super-easy to manage. Normally, Henry would have helped 
with all this and they’d have moved her in one smooth swinging lift and drop, 
grunting together, Henry with the legs and Butler with the shoulders. But 
Butler figured that Henry was troubled at the sight of a naked girl his age with 
her hazel eyes half-shut, no warmer than the tilted steel table they had to 
leave her on, and Henry was a little embarrassed but not so much that he 
couldn’t note that it was wholly characteristic of Butler to spare him the one 
indecency while assaulting him with the other. Did Mr Butler really think this 
was the best time for unsolicited advice to a virgin on the matters of love? 

Jesus. 

First a broken hand, thought Henry, wiggling the fingers on his un-broken 
hand, now this. 

Henry noted that rubber-faced Butler with his hanging lower lip and the girl 
were the same general medium-brown. Henry was more light-brown and 
ruddy and the girl was a little more yellow-struck and Butler was ash. The 
lightest region of Henry’s light-brown body was busy producing the wood 
which was entirely willing to enter and seed a dead medium-brown girl’s 
vagina, apparently, if so directed. Butler had wood or his version of wood, 
slumped inside his pant-leg, a fat black slug of a soft-on, a drooping bulge 
high up like a knot in his dirty work pants. Henry’s school books, in a stack by 
the sink, looked very much like books that wanted to be anywhere else in the 
world at that moment; Advanced Physics did not want to be there and World 
History was mortified and Romantic Poets wanted to kill itself by jumping off 
the dock at Penn’s landing. There were old flecks of blood on some of his text 
books. Still-sticky flecks of Black skin. The American History book he used to 
lug around would’ve loved it. 

Henry jumped when Butler punched his shoulder and said 

“You thinking the same thing I’m thinking?” 

The only intellectual Blacks Henry knew were on Television. They were in the 
Television. Henry could see what to Butler was invisible because Butler didn’t 
know what he was seeing when he was seeing it because Butler hadn’t done 
the reading. Henry had never fucked but he knew the etymology of “cervix”. 
Henry recalled being in the passenger seat of the deadwagon with Butler 
tailgating a White lady in South Philly for a hundred blocks because she’d cut 
him off, just tailgating the White lady to scare her with a corpse on the 
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stretcher in the back saying watch this, Henry, we’re gonna give this old Jew 
gal a little excitement in her life. 

But how could Butler tell? 

Henry rubbed an eye and Butler patted him on the back and commented with 
a limerick about the dead girl’s ashen legs being so hard to spread. Henry 
turned and fresh air seeped like a color between the glass slats in the little 
window through which Henry could see the four-car garage and shifting green 
prisms of leaves and the slow-living breeze momentarily amplified the odor of 
the formaldehyde by contrast. He rubbed his eye and it stung of formaldehyde 
and he closed his eyes and reflected on the damning painlessness of the girl 
behind him. 

***2 
What a perfect Thursday evening in June, early evening in June, sun finally 
mild behind the rooftops, the black Germantown rooftops, with traffic now thin 
to a dented trickle after the sunny rush. That long, slow-living breeze comes 
back again and cools his neck behind the collar of his shirt and his suit jacket. 
It is the 16th day of the month. 

Someone that someone called a nigger once is grilling fish. The grilled fish 
and a dozen bouquets of hydrangea and cheaper blooms like balled-up 
Kleenex and the ghost of the reek of the dogshit he hosed from the curb 
before changing out of his school clothes. See the silver toenail moon there 
sneaking up over Wayne Avenue in its sky of late-day blue, the avenue 
named after a Brit-beating, Indian-killing brigadier general named Wayne, 
while directly opposite Henry on Coulter Street a shirtless Mr Djamc is doing 
the lawn with his push-mower, the ropes of his white chest popping out. Henry 
waves to Mr Djamc, the guy with the sandy-blonde moustache and the skinny 
Black wife who looks like Diana Ross with a much bigger Afro and Mr. Djamc 
stops pushing the mower for long enough to rub his face with a rag from his 
pocket and wave back. 

Mr. Djamc must be about twenty-five, seven or eight years older than Henry 
and dick-deep in the mysteries. Mr. Djamc knows and feels and still 
remembers feeling what Henry can only guess at and read about and see 
through his telescope at night from the window of his blacked-out third-storey 
bedroom across the street from the third-storey bedroom of Mr. Djamc’s 
house, the FM radio dial showing a corner of the room in ghostly green while 
Henry squints over the eyepiece like it’s a keyhole on the bedroom door of 
their ghost-filled neighborhood where The Sound of Philadelphia’s soaring 
disco orchestration is the perfect overlay for scenes of 18th century musket 
battle. Oh just studying the weepy White male face in ecstasy every night at 
roughly 11pm. Moon-tinted George Djamc convulsing gently over his out-of-
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frame-bride’s bobbing Afro while Henry listens to Emerson, Lake and Palmer 
performing From the Beginning via his stereo FM receiver tuned to WMMR in 
the pelagic murk of his bedroom observatory while 

The Hessians are rolling in their graves. Or maybe they’re beating off. 
Whichever it is, they never stop doing it. Night or day. Twilight. In which the 
liquefied body itself becomes come. 

The number 26 clatter-bangs up Wayne avenue showering sparks and it stops 
like a knife-grinder pouring Black kids out. The kids thread through traffic and 
hit the corner of Henry’s part of Coulter Street running. They bust into a 
madder panic up the sidewalk with Burger King crowns on their peppercorned 
heads then halt mid-block and cast looks of cartoon dread upon Henry Dixon 
as he stands in the open double-doors of the funeral home porch in his suit 
and they give off happy screams disappearing in bursts of speed up the street 
toward the poorer parts of Germantown. 

Time travel or Astral Projection? Sometimes, when Henry closed his eyes, he 
felt himself doing either one or the other. He closed his eyes as the kids flew 
like tattered time in their boisterous murder up the depreciating street toward 
each his respective supper and heard muskets firing. 

***3 
Astral projection is a reality… 

…was the name of the book Henry was trying to find, a few hours later,  
repeating the title of the book  to himself like an address in a foreign city as he 
wandered the uncharted lower parts of the book store. Tall thin brown Henry 
hunched. Upstairs, they were listening to classical radio, the radio station for 
college-educated Whites. The Brandenburg Concertos. The just-so music of 
Goldilocks. 

Sarah Gold was helping him look but that didn’t make it any less creepy there 
in the basement, where the ceiling was so low that he had to hunch and watch 
out to keep from burning himself blind on one of four dangling light bulbs 
spaced too far apart. A labyrinth of dusty books. The floor creaked and 
groaned where the fat blind owner and his daughter waddled around the 
shop overhead listening to the radio station for college-educated Whites. He’d 
heard it after supper at Sarah Gold’s Goldilocks house, too. 

Sarah Gold was the one who had thrilled Henry with the story of “Mad” 
Anthony Wayne, who died in the Motor City from gout at the height of his 
Indian-killing a few years shy of the turn of the 19th century, a few years after 
Mozart died from eating bad pork, a while after his bloodletting triumphs 
against the Crown vis-à-vis the lost cause of the Crown’s muddy war on terror. 
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Wayne’s son fetched his papa’s boot-wearing body out of the ground about 13 
years after he died and boiled what was left of the terrorist meat off his bones 
and puzzle-fit as many major bones as he could in two saddle bags and 
clattered his father back to Pennsylvania. Sarah Gold was the one who told 
Henry about anthropomorphic bibliopegy, too. Henry still wasn’t sure where 
she stood on it. 

“The thing I want to know ,” Sarah had said as she followed him down steep 
stairs into the creepy bookshop basement, “is why perfectly intelligent prep-
school boys should be so wrapped up in an adolescent Bruce Lee fetish,” but 
she’d said it through a smile and Henry knew it turned her on, the handsome 
Black boys, the really fit Black boys, shirtless, in Chinese pyjamas, jousting 
after school in the locker room, the crypto-West African and Caribbean blends 
striking exotic poses with violent athleticism that would have looked great at a 
torch-lit insurrection or a Revolutionary battle. 

“What do you get out of it?” 

Some of the boys fought with wood. It was part of the etiquette of the thing not 
to call attention to the wood despite the fact that, on any other occasion, to 
produce the big lump in one’s gabardine pants was to deserve ridicule. You 
there were only for the Jeet Kune Do, the stylized Chinese grace of it, this new 
method of fighting, not the laughs. Henry’s best friend Keith had been there in 
his batter-colored magnificence and Henry had accidentally broken Keith’s 
hand with some kind of stupid kick he’d made up, twirling through the air like a 
comic book. But what was the connection between Henry’s twirling through 
the air and Keith’s broken hand and Commander Nathaniel Greene’s 
participation in the Battle of Germantown plus the dead girl? Was it Butler’s 
coal-black wood? Greene Street wasn’t even a seven-minute walk away. 

What does anyone get out of anything? 

Henry looked at Sarah Gold and then closed his eyes and saw her as though 
projected with ethereal poignancy on a creased bed-sheet as a makeshift 
movie screen on which she aged into the future like a pancake firming fast on 
time’s black nonstick griddle becoming first a college professor and next an 
Orthodox Jewess with weird accessories and finally marrying a particularly 
heinous neocon Ambassador of great station before dying with a smirk at the 
age of ninety-two in a hospice bed in Virginia, surrounded by Butleresque 
strangers thinking little of her. 

Where do the dead go when released from the obligations of living? Do they 
go anywhere other than the grave? Is the soul detachable? Is consciousness 
modular? Do parts of us transcend the temporal sequence? 
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Sara Gold stage-whispered, “Oh my, there’s even a whole shelf of old books 
about frottage down here.” 

Sarah Gold was lighting matches and blowing them out. There were smells of 
old cloth and damp walls and burnt matches that put him in mind of the library 
he’d spent most of the middle of his childhood in, the burned and rebuilt 
library, the ghetto library with the White librarian, the bloom of mildew in a 
bouquet of ashes, of barbecued books, the place he usually had to himself, 
the other kids steering clear of it to live the wildest good way of living. Some 
were already fucking, years before the bloody periods of their generation 
arrived to meet magazine ads about hygiene with glossy blondes on the 
cover. Even the periods were segregated. 

Henry had expected to do nothing and then die hitting middle age of a stray 
bullet in that stinking limbo between Chicago and Indiana with its burned-down 
and rebuilt library and its dog fights and sexually-knowing grade-schoolers 
and here he was, a few years later, never to return but out East in Philly, a 
Quaker-toned part of Philly, a semi-genteel part of Philly where battles 
between the occupying army and terrorists had determined so much, where 
so many old terrorist bones were buried not so deep and revered and that’s 
where Henry found himself, the beneficiary of the loveless largesse of his 
mother’s great aunt the Undertaker, putting Henry to work with the dead to 
earn the privilege, the privilege of living near Whites in all his embarrassing 
copper-hard-on’d Negro teen stupidity. 

Or so it felt. 

“This is hysterical.” 

Sara Gold was around the corner in the low-ceilinged basement and her news 
came to him in a disembodied gorgeous voice that seemed to emanate from 
the blank space beside him. Henry knew that just about the time his 
imagination conspired with his memory to pretend that gorgeous-voiced Sarah 
Gold was even a little bit pretty, she’d come around the corner into the glare of 
that low-hung light bulb with that amazing Jewish nose of hers and slit of a 
mouth and ruin things, which she promptly did. She held a paperback with a 
funny old cover at arm’s length for Henry’s enjoyment. Henry said, 

“Do you want to come with me to visit Keith in the hospital?” 

“I wish I could but I can’t. What are you doing later?  Mother says ‘hi’, by the 
way. Pretty racy stuff, huh?” 

Sarah Gold waggled the paperback a little more, then put it away and said, 
“Where did you hear about this book we’re looking for, anyway? Gypsies?” 
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She showed him a book about Coltrane. 

“Who is the Coltrane of the Lubavitchers? The Tatum of the Lev Tahors? I’d 
be happy to hear them,” said Henry. He could tell that Sarah was toying with 
the idea of kissing him right there in public. The subterranean public. Her 
mocking gaze was weirdly unfocused. Nineteen and thin as her lips. 

Henry wanted to bring the book about Astral Projection to Keith in the hospital. 

***4 
So in his dream the dead girl was up in his room wearing sunglasses. He was 
feeling contemptuous of this pathetic effort at hiding the fact she was dead, in 
his dream. She smelled. 

“And then,” he told Keith, “wait, she goes, hey, why won’t you go with me? Is it 
because I’m Black?” 

Keith laughed. His second day in the hospital was going much better than his 
first. It was shaping up to be a fine day-after-the-15th. 

Henry had bought him an Esquire magazine with a President-who-caught-a-
stray-bullet on the cover yesterday and Keith hadn’t touched it, had only been 
wincing and bitching a lot, but maybe that was because his mother had been 
there to weird things up. Henry had never met Keith’s reputedly-White mother 
before and his immediate thought upon shaking her hand had been that she 
was obviously not White, there were plenty of straight-haired, sharp-nosed 
women of that color in Henry’s family and some, distant cousins who lived in 
New York, were, in fact, passing for White. But Henry had never heard of a 
woman who was passing for White marrying a Black guy like Keith’s father. 
Wouldn’t that defeat the purpose? 

“The right-on nightmare,” said Keith. “That’s a freaky subconscious ya got 
there, D. Is that why you gave me this ponderous tome about astral 
projection? Are you trying to tell me you’re going out with a dead Sister now? 
You want my blessing?” 

“E nomine something,” said Henry. He half-crossed himself. He closed one 
eye. “How does it go again?” 

Then: BOOM: the story’s climax:  Henry sees quite vividly Butler walking 
around the back of a limo and opening the curb-side door and helping black-
clad matrons out. One in particular, the stiletto-heeled stature and veiled crepe 
dignity of the high-chinned widow of a head of state although she lives deep in 
Dogtown where no Revolutionary battles of any importance were fought and 
where she will never end up paying even half of her bill for the funeral. Henry 
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sees her vivid in makeup so thick it’s caramel frosting and Butler’s task in the 
laborious extractions continues until three such cake-faced ladies are a 
heavyweight collection of triplets on the curb in fine hats and, from where she 
is packed deep behind the fourth veiled matron, Mr. Butler eventually pulls out 
Sarah Gold, naked white and skinny dripping-wet, being born. 

Henry got Keith a glass of water. 

Keith was a scheming half-caste prince in his hospital bed, holding his 
bandaged hand upright in a sort of heraldic gesture common to paintings by 
da Vinci. He had a pointy aggressive fox face spattered with freckles and an 
angular Afro. Or, no, picture him in Nathaniel Greene’s commanding 
Revolutionary garb and an Afro-crushing tricorn hat. Saluting with his wooden 
sabre. 

There were coded requests for a doctor blue on the hospital PA. The sound 
on the ceiling-bolted television was low. The Mike Douglas show with very low 
sound with an Afro’d and side-burned guest in the horn-rimmed glasses of an 
intellectual. 

The German (Hessian! Make it Hessian) doctor came in with a clipboard and 
joked with Henry and Keith. 

He mentioned his own black belt and fancy certification with several ancient 
weapons and called Henry “Doctor Karate” with one raised eyebrow and a 
pleasant German sarcasm to it. He sounded like Henry Kissinger in a taxi on 
the way to the airport, not a care in the world but the world itself and he 
probably drove a silver Mercedes with an immigrant’s what-are-you-going-to-
do-about-it smile and Henry felt the doctor was some kind of side-burned 
assless swinger in flares who specialized in impressing Black pussy. Keith 
was heavily side-burned too. Henry and Keith were both sure the doctor would 
relish a karate match against two glistening Black boys in front of all the 
prettiest Black nurses in the hospital. They exchanged a look as the doctor 
hummed We Are Family while studying something about Keith’s hand on his 
clipboard. Without looking up from his delphic clipboard 
the doktor admonished his cocky patient not to forget that  ( ____ ) never ( 
____ )  and the intro of the admonition croaked out as a bored don’t fuggit. 

Keith mouthed something Henry pretended to understand with a wink and 
Keith started laughing. 

***5 
Later, Henry is seated at a hand-made table near the back of the Maplewood 
Jazz Club with Sarah Gold. The day is done. A grown woman in sunglasses 
from Merion, Pennsylvania is singing the blues onstage with a fourteen-year-
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old guitarist under a red light that makes them look like good old timeless 
history. The owner of the Jazz Club is both an octoroon and a recovering 
alcoholic with a Germanic surname who only allows soft drinks in his jazz 
club, so neither Sarah’s parents nor Henry’s great aunt and uncle mind if 
Sarah Gold and Henry conduct their incredibly fuckless dating business in the 
jazz club. The day is sweetly done. 

Time travel or Astral Projection? Sometimes, when Henry closed his eyes, he 
felt himself doing either one or the other. 

Aka Writing. 

There aren’t any pictures of Billie Holiday or Miles Davis or any jazz greats on 
the walls of the jazz club but there are framed sky maps and angry mug shots 
of the noseless moon and made-up constellations are painted in gold on the 
blue ceiling plus a reproduction of an etching of Johannes Kepler and a 
cartoon of an ageing Pan and a youngish ewe clipped from Esquire Magazine 
with the humorous caption Tempus Fuggit tacked over the dirty sink behind 
the counter where the celibate owner serves his cheesecakes and room-temp 
Fantas. The Maplewood Jazz Club is the place for interracial couples in Philly, 
it’s where interracial couples can sit and half-listen to amateur jazz and not 
necessarily be confronted or stared at and Sarah Gold calls it The Zoo. There 
are atoms dislodged from Revolutionary corpses flowing down the nearby 
Wissahickon to this very day and long-gone Henry remembers. 
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LIVES of the POET 

 

  

1. PREAMBLE 
A man approaches a microphone mounted on a canting stand in the beam of 
an unspectacular spotlight (the setting is possibly a high school auditorium or 
the basement of a well-funded church) and reads into that microphone with 
the stock cadences of a slam poet, a somewhat nervous slam poet, the sheaf 
of papers he’s reading from fluttering in his signet-ring-bearing hand… 

“Damned at birth, by the damnable accident of birth, he was born the 
stupidest, ugliest, least-civilized and most threatening kind of person there is, 

https://berlin8berlin.wordpress.com/2018/10/25/lives-of-the-poet/lives/
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a boogieman to out-boogie all previous attempts, with the bushy hair of a troll 
and the fat-lipped mouth of a cannibal. He had twice the strength, and vitality, 
of an acceptable citizen, exemplary in the practise of every vice that doesn’t 
require guile or finesse or intelligent planning, sure to defile and destroy every 
decent community of humans he invaded, certain to rape any decent and 
vulnerable human female stunning or plain, young or old, non compos 
mentis or not, which he happens to be within reach of at sundown.  Or in the 
middle of the day, even. Destined to rob and beat, also, her fathers and 
brothers after ejaculating all over,  and beating and cursing,  her mother and 
grandmothers too. And that’s not the worst of it. 

“On the other hand. He had what they call a high IQ. He bathed daily, brushed 
his teeth more often than that, was polite to a fault, and had been told, more 
than once, by members of the opposite sex and race, later in life, that he was 
“cute”. A “catch”, even. 

“He had never been drunk on alcohol, high on drugs, or committed even the 
pettiest crime.  His spelling, grammar and moral compass were all much finer 
than average. Still: repulsive. A monster. Society’s biggest problem. 

“What homo sapiens thinks and feels as a species is exactly the kind of thing 
a scientifically-educated boy of eleven or twelve considers trivial. 

“An intelligent twelve year old boy, with a not-bad telescope and a shelf of 
books by the like of George Gamow and Isaac Asimov, considers human 
affairs to be an imaginary blip on a vast screen showing a nondescript corner 
of an unremarkable galaxy only a fool would waste precious rocket fuel to 
visit. Who cares what a trivial species in the intergalactic boondocks loves, 
hates, needs, fears, worships, hopes, destroys, creates or imagines? Ignore 
their rules, ignore their prejudices: to do anything otherwise would be absurd. 

“Up the gantry into your spaceship, child! Unimaginable wonders await! 

“But, no. 

“A few very real years later, slightly shell-shocked by all he’d learned in that 
very real (disorientingly so)  world, that world beyond those nutritive books 
and his ravenous imagination and the high, protective ramparts of his 
oblivious self-regard, the boy-thing knew better. Slightly better. 

“Human thoughts and feelings, ridiculously meaningless as they are, rule 
everything. If Alpha Centauri or the Crab Nebula don’t know this, it’s because 
they don’t need to. If the outer rim of the expanding time/space bubble of the 
Big Bang is unaware of this fact, that, sadly, changes nothing. 

That sadly changed nothing was him.” 
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2. BEN ZIEGLER 
At a young age he came to the attention of certain authorities. Not (as you 
would expect) because of crime but because of the freakishness of his 
apparent intelligence. Twice a week he would knock politely on the door of 
Room 222 at HARRIET TUBMAN K-8 and the door would open and he would 
greet a man, from the University of Chicago, named Ben.  Every time they 
met, Ben would inquire, of the specimen… 

“What shall we do today?” 

On one such occasion the specimen replied… 

“Do you have the record I asked for?” 

Ben replied… 

“Would that make your day?” 

Ben winked and slid the requested platter out of his attaché case: the newly 
released soundtrack of the motion picture 2001: A Space Odyssey. 

https://berlin8berlin.wordpress.com/2018/10/25/lives-of-the-poet/lotp-3/
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Ben very carefully put the shiny new vinyl on the portable record player with 
PROPERTY OF HARRIET TUBMAN K-8 stenciled on the record player’s gray 
plastic flank. The record player was on a desk between the two of them in the 
little room dominated by a chalkboard vague with pentimenti. The shades 
were down and Ben stood with his back to the windows, arms folded over his 
pigeon chest.  Ben’s sleeves were rolled up and his arms were shockingly 
hairy: the specimen had never before seen a hairy arm. Ben had a beaky 
nose and short, curly foam-on-a-Pepsi-colored hair. He had a new, chewed up 
pencil behind his ear every week. Ben and his black-skinned specimen 
listened to the first side of the record. 

Where did the specimen go for those minutes on that afternoon? He left his 
body and came back slightly changed, his sense of scale expanded. Ben 
asked the specimen if he was happy with the record, what his favorite parts 
were and why.  They listened to the second side and Ben let the specimen 
keep the record and the record informed the specimen that the specimen 
would have to leave home. It informed the specimen that this home was not 
the specimen’s home and he must leave it. Not now but soon. Everything, all 
energy, every scheme, must point to the leaving. But because it was a vinyl 
platter speaking to him the details were vague. 

We now realize Ben was probably just twenty two or twenty three at the time. 
A grad student. The specimen would sit in a quiet room with the mysterious 
Ben in Harriet Tubman K-8 once a week while all the other kids hollered and 
twirled on the chalk-marred blacktop behind the school during recess. 
Sometimes the two would just chat and Ben would take notes and sometimes 
the specimen took tests and sometimes Ben had others (older white men) with 
him and they would say nothing while they watched Ben and the specimen 
interact. Sometimes they grinned at things the specimen couldn’t understand 
their reasons for grinning at. 

They gave him the novel (expanded from a short story) Flowers for Algernon  
to read and he read it in three days and when next they all met they asked him 
how he felt about it. That was the sort of thing they got up to in Room 222, 
Ben and The Specimen or Ben, The Specimen and the Others (for whom Ben 
was also, perhaps, a specimen). Then the school bell would ring and the 
specimen would run the gauntlet of rats and jagged bottle-bottoms home. 

Eighty per cent unemployment and forty per cent literacy and half of the B&W 
TV sets with jerry-rigged antennas weren’t working and most of the 
automobiles were repossessed or up on concrete blocks with four men seated 
inside with the windows rolled down and a baseball game on the automobile’s 
radio. There was always the awful odor of burning, near or far,  and often the 
countercomfort of the sound and odor of city-owned riding lawnmowers 
grooming the fastidious park, on the literal other side of the tracks,  
at Riverdale. 
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The specimen would run home where, more often than not, there were primal 
scenes to almost avoid witnessing;  awkward, Bosch-like tableaux of the 
specimen’s mother kneeling before a chieftain sat in the leatherette armchair 
(an armchair with its own aromatic forcefield) near the beaded curtain dividing 
the tiny kitchen from the room which housed the Magnavox. The chieftain on 
the leatherette throne would more often than not be dressed in ducal 
earthtones with a velvet collar that opened to his Naugahyde chest and the 
centerpiece of its Zodiac medallion. Chieftain in Dingo boots or sandals and a 
pitchfork-like comb in his polyhedronic Afro, frowning with affectionate 
incomprehension at the wonder of his own spit-shellacked, cudgel-sized cock 
swiveling in the puffy socket of the specimen’s mother’s painted mouth. The 
specimen would excuse himself and run upstairs and find himself in his books 
but this once it was the soundtrack to the motion picture 2001: A Space 
Odyssey he busied himself with, eyes closed, ear close to the monophonic 
speaker built into the detachable lid of the portable Philips record player. 

Specimen never saw any other kids go into or come out of room 222. Was the 
program concerned only with him? Whenever the specimen rose from his seat 
in the classroom at exactly 11am, once a week, and left the classroom to meet 
the young man from the University of Chicago, the specimen’s fifth grade 
teacher said nothing. Which was the same as saying Go. Leave. 

One day Ben gave the specimen something to give to his mother to sign, a 
thick sheaf of papers in a big brown envelope with an impressive embossed 
stamped on it. She refused to sign it. The specimen never saw the younger 
white man with hairy forearms from the University of Chicago again. 
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3. A BOWL OF INFINITE-POSSIBILITY PUDDING 
In 1975, the subject of our story wandered into a dark theatrical props shop in 
“The Loop”,  in the shadow of The El. 

He was sixteen years old and already six foot something and walked straight 
to the back of the shop and took a tricorne hat off a mannequin’s head, on a 
high shelf, as if he’d known it was there all along. The subject bought the hat 
with money he’d got from a pedophile on his birthday and began to wear it as 
soon as he paid for it, making the old hippie who ran the shop laugh and 
salute him as he walked out the store with louche grace. The subject’s 
reasoning being that he was old enough now, in his neighborhood (which was 
three bus rides, on three different bus lines, from The Loop’s loud wonderland, 
blue with bus fumes) to have to choose. 

He was growing a faint mustache, which could mean a death sentence. 

When you were under a certain age in The Ghetto in those days you enjoyed 
a kind of amnesty, you were allowed to be a kid, you were allowed to skip 
rope and shoot cap guns while no one stabbed or shot you or expected you to 
suck cocks for the gang. You had a grace period. But when your tits popped 
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out or you started shaving, you became fair game, whether or not you were 
still into Dr. Seuss. You were expected to either choose a gang or become the 
moving target of every gang of the neighborhood as you walked through two 
or three warring territories to buy your mother a quart of milk and five warring 
territories to go to and from school every day and four just to take a walk to 
the post office and back with a package from Edmund Scientific 
Company, located in Edison, New Jersey. The only way to avoid this peril was 
to become one of the well-known crazy motherfuckers of the neighborhood. 

The crazy motherfuckers were laughed at and sometimes playfully pelted with 
little rocks or half-eaten snacks but never shot or stabbed or required to suck 
cock or open some ass up.  Crazy motherfuckers of the neighborhood have 
served a sacred purpose since the beginning of neighborhoods, forty 
thousand years ago, when some tribes lived by the river and others camped in 
the hills. People assumed the crazy motherfuckers had special access to the 
gods. This was long before the “defective machine” model for everything that 
doesn’t fit:  a factory-capitalist worldview. Before the factory-capitalist 
worldview took over, a crazy motherfucker passport gave one diplomatic 
immunity of a kind. 

“Yo, crazy motherfucker!” someone would shout from a huddle of magnificent 
princes on the corner. 

“Peace and love, baby!” he’d wave back. 

Much laughter. No mayhem. Thank his tricorne hat. 

“Yo, crazy motherfucker!” a wino would shout from beside a post-apocalyptic 
fire in the middle of a vacant lot. 

“With every day and in every way you are getting better and better!” the crazy 
mofo would shout back. 

He was working on a theory of Time at the time that Time Travel isn’t possible 
because there isn’t Time for it. It’s just a semantic concept, Time. Everything 
we call a “moment” is just the collapse of infinite possibility to a possibility-
limiting particularity of zero potential and infinite irrevocability, as though Time 
is a large bowl of infinite-possibility pudding very slowly being scooped out 
with the microscopic spoon of possibilities-foreclosing Perception. The more 
Perceivers, the more quickly the bowl is scooped out. But he wasn’t good 
enough at math to prove it. 

He hated Math. He understood Math well enough to know that Math didn’t 
love him. 
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He loved Girls but he was disgusted by the impersonal (evolutionary, species-
propagating aspects of the) imperative of Sex: Sex didn’t care about what he 
thought; Sex didn’t need him: why should the subject need Sex? Life on Earth 
was an aeons-old blob of pulsating, continuously self-renewing, protoplasm 
and he, as its mass-maintenance-program called Sex reminded him, was just 
a platelet on a follicle of this impersonal substance. 

He wanted to start a band called P and the Perceivers but sing he couldn’t. 

Crushing a tricorne hat over his big Afro while wearing a red velvet cape with 
his Oshkosh B’Gosh overalls was as good a way to look crazy as any. With 
the perfect side effect that no girls from the neighborhood, no Sisters,  would 
even think of being seen with him, not even the fat ones, not even the one or 
two who really were crazy, nor risk having a rumor leak that they’d been with 
him even in secret, so when he graduated early from the war zone high school 
he survived by being its freak, he graduated as a freak first, the valedictorian 
second and, last and always least, the virgin who couldn’t have Sex despite 
the fact that he was against it. 

One day he took a bigger test than most and soon after he was on Greyhound 
bus away from there with the sense of leaving a smoking crater behind him. A 
smoking crater filled with the radioactive lake of unreflective life. 

This time his mother signed the necessary papers. 
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4. M-M-M-MARY 
His first day as a scholarship case at St. Jeff’s college in the upper Midwest, 
standing in front of the dormitory he was assigned to, a cracked leather 
suitcase between his legs and his tricorne hat at a rakish angle, his cape 
flapping in the wind, he was approached by a tall girl with a frazzled blonde 
bob and exaggerated Egyptian eye-liner. She had an underfeminine way of 
walking in what appeared to be a ripped and tattered wedding dress with big 
picture buttons of what appeared to be aliens (he later learned they were 
called “punk rockers”) pinned all over it. The lower rear portion of the wedding 
dress was spray-painted with a dripping orange infinity symbol. 

“Has anyone ever told you that you resemble a very tall Black Rudolf 
Nureyev? You’ve got the longest eyelashes I’ve ever seen on a man. Are you 
bi? My name is M-M-M-Mary. What’s yours?” 

He pointed at the sky. She smiled with delighted incomprehension and walked 
away. 

He tore through sixty drafts of a sonnet about his refusal to write a sonnet 
about her ass that very night. 

Subject and Object had finally met. 
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5. THE YEAR OF TACTICAL ACQUAINTANCESHIP 
One of the important mysteries of Art is that Beethoven had access to the 
same keys on the piano that Stevie Wonder does, essentially,  yet never 
managed to write “You Are the Sunshine of My Life”; the world had to wait 
almost exactly 150 years after the completion of the 9th Symphony for “You 
Are the Sunshine of My Life”.  Why didn’t Bach write “The First Time (Ever I 
Saw Your Face)” or something like it? 

Oddity wrote songs he could never sing and called them poems. 

It was the Monday morning after his first weekend on campus. He had slept 
through the tinny Chicken Little admonishments of the winding-down alarm 
clock’s spent potential and missed the first session of the class 
called Medieval Theology from a Heretical Pre-Enlightenment Perspective 
with Special Emphasis on Cosmology. There was a knock at his dorm room 
door and he opened it while combing out his Afro. M-M-M-Mary handed him a 
poorly-written book by Saul Bellow, a writer whose value on the literary stock 
market seemed pegged to certain world-historical events, and Oddity looked it 
over and read its inside-cover flap blurbs, his lips moving silently, and closed 
the wretched book and delivered of himself a quip he’d been saving up for 
some time: 

“Who is the Coltrane of the Lubavitchers? The Tatum of the Lev Tahors? I’d 
be happy to hear them.”  

“How big is your c-c-c-cock?” M-M-M-Mary said, undeterred (she stuttered 
when sexually aroused). “Erect, I mean. How big? This big?” She held her 
hands a reasonable distance apart. “Or m-m-more like this?” She doubled the 
distance. “This child of Rousseau with the Brobdingnagian ph-ph-phallus, this 
is you?” 

Oddity was too shy to respond to the flirtations of his future wife and very 
slowly closed the door in M-M-M-Mary’s face. The time had not arrived. While 
waiting for the time to arrive, he cultivated tactical acquaintanceships with 
people on the staff of the college literary magazine. 

Oddity fancied himself a poet. Oddity submitted poems. Oddity thought they 
were good. He thought they were original, interesting, thought-provoking, 
erudite, these poems of his, but  every poem he submitted in his name 
(Oddity)was returned to him with a polite “thank you” and a whiff of 
disapproval that he couldn’t, at first, make sense of. The fourth time he 
understood; by the time of the fifth he had learned the lesson. 
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It took him about ten minutes to rectify his previous blunders by including the 
word “nigger” in his next poem. 

  

the nigger bard 

at best avoided, at worst  
ignored, his 
black inconsequence affords 
the nigger bard few 
followers; and  
even then, the ones who do 
confuse his grief  
with Negritude 

  

The first and last poem he ever got published, in his own name, anywhere. 

Publishing isn’t just a method for introducing the audience to a new voice, as it 
turns out, but also, at the other end of the transaction, a channel of collateral 
instruction. His classmates in charge of reading through the modest slush pile 
for The Scribbler had taught him, in four easy lessons, how to be the only kind 
of writer he was allowed to be. However, Oddity got his friend Jocasta Freed 
(niece of Alan, the golden age disc jockey who supposedly invented the term 
“rock ‘n roll”, as well as perfecting the practise of “payola”) to submit another 
poem of his, in her name, a less earthy work, slightly experimental, playfully 
postmodern; the kind of literary effort that probably would have seemed 
bizarre and pretentious coming out of his Brother Portable but was more than 
okay coming out of Jocasta’s Olivetti, because that poem was accepted two 
days after it was tossed in the postbox in front of the student union. 

“Jocasta’s” poem: 

  

The Evening of the Air Show over Midcentury Paris 

  

a girl looked up 

  

Emboldened by that success, and with two weeks to go before the submission 
deadline for the Winter/Spring 1977 issue of The Scribbler, he conscripted 
Justine Cartwright, whose grandfather had worked closely with Tito after The 
Great War and who lived at the end of the hall on his floor in their unisex 
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dormitory and who had  perpetually red earlobes, to re-type one of his other 
poems on her cutting edge Selectrix and walk into The Scribbler’s office 
(second floor of Old Main) with this new submission, which was accepted on 
the spot with applause from the senior editors who interrupted a game of ping 
pong (on a an old metal desk with a jerry-rigged musty L’eggs panty-net 
twanging ‘cross it) to read and re-read and praise the poem, which one of 
them claimed was the most moving thing he had ever read, bar none, and, by 
the way,  if she ever needed anyone to talk to… 

  

things have been lost 

things have been lost since 
before things worth having existed, 
a steady progression of the taken and mislaid 
by geometric increment increased, the vast lost-listed, the virtually 
unmade, until 
the ratio of them to us is 
many many over 
one until it’s us, now, the glum 
unsearched-for missing while 

the so-called Lost are safely amassed at Lost’s home and 
cosseted, in yearned-for-world of 
wallets, keys, old friends, gold pens and those 
ghost-gifted poems we awoke and 
failed to scribble down, now mouthed 
by lovers gone and children flushed or 
drowned 

 

For his karate-expert friend Sanjar, a wealthy Iranian exchange student, he 
ghost-wrote, like Cyrano, an effectively florid love letter (for another exchange 
student) in exchange for Sanjar’s fronting the submission of this one: 

  

pot 

a fresh clay pot, smooth 
as bread, cools amid kin 
in the back room of 
the potter’s shop along the most 
pleasant boulevard of 
this outpost. clay-brown men in 
djellabas enjoy 
ice cream as white and 
domed as the 
mosque in whose shadow 
the boulevard see 
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thes 

  

Which called forth not only a typed acceptance letter at the end of the week 
but a semi-legibly written note of effusive praise, in the margins of the letter, 
from Dr. Schamansky, the magazine’s faculty adviser. 

It belongs to the genre of the college caper, this part of the recollection. 

Usually the domain of the upper class alumnus who enjoys a cackling, liquor-
breathed re-telling of the time he fucked three sorority girls in a row, one night, 
or swindled a Tijuana whore with a counterfeit thousand dollar bill, or 
managed to replace the framed photo of the dean’s wife, on the dean’s desk, 
with a snapshot of a big fat naked Hawaiian the morning of commencement. 
In our Oddity’s case the caper resulted in the fact that every of the dozen 
poems, in half a dozen styles, featured in the Winter/Spring issue of the 
literary quarterly published by St. Jeff’s college, that year, was written, 
secretly, by Oddity.  The issue was hailed as the best in living memory by 
several bookish types, of little consequence, on campus. Either an astonishing 
achievement or a pathetically pointless prank, depending on how one looks at 
it or whether one is recalling it late at night or early in the morning or at the top 
of a ladder in the punishing noon day sun, decades later, with a superior smirk 
on a paint-spattered face. 

“Why not try to get something published?” M-M-Mary inquired, innocently,  
hoisting his Sargasso-slick chin, from between her legs, by its handle-ears. 
“Really, I mean. A book or something. Why not?” 

“Justine Cartwright has fielded several respectable offers, I hear,” Oddity 
muttered, with pussy-numbed consonants clinging to his tongue, too 
overwhelmed by the recent loss of his oral virginity to worry about anything 
else. 

And still: the dick remained unpussydipped. 
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6. THE DINKYTOWN THEFT 
By the end of the year of 1978 M-M-M-Mary and I had been married, 
separated, reconciliated, blissfully happy for a few weeks and divorced, “still-
good-friends” who would actually never see each other again (the last time I 
saw M-M-M-Mary she was rich, a fur-bundled beauty with dead eyes waving 
from a Cadillac convertible at a stop light I was too spooked to cross at), 
although weekly late-evening phone calls lingered as an improvised ritual for a 
sweet interval that I now wish I had made more of at the time; I never even 
knew her middle name. I moved to Dinkytown, a folksy, toy-like shopping 
district on the campus of the University of Minnesota, on the other side of town 
from St. Jeff’s. I lived in a small apartment over an Italian restaurant on a 
diagonal from the small apartment Bob Dylan had lived in twenty years before. 
I had dropped out of St. Jeff’s shortly after the marriage, intoxicated by the 
invention of semi-Sex and tired of the burden of gratitude I attached to the 
stupendously generous (yet vague) scholarships I had gotten simply because 
I was preposterously well-read for a black kid. Or so I assumed. 

“That was the best short story I have ever, bar none, read, why aren’t you f-f-
famous?” M-M-M-Mary would ask, emerging from our tiny bedroom with a wet 
sheaf of onionskin and a clove cigarette dawn-pink-stinging the corner of her 
least-defended eye. 
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My shrugs drove her mad. 

At such times I often remembered sitting in the primordial grammar school 
with the well-muscled man-children of my tribe, the already handsome and 
powerful palace guards of sad Black Erewhon, back in ’69, long before 
college; how I’d listen to them drag their big fingers across the big-print page 
of some woefully out-of-date textbook, trying to sound out syllables like pulling 
European shrapnel from their tongues and lips and how I would imagine 
walking up and down those rows of desks and pressing a gun to the back of 
each neat or wild Afro in turn, very quietly, very calmly, without blood (only the 
gesture was necessary) putting them out of their miseries. 

“Why aren’t you on the T-T-T-Tom Snyder show, at least?” would shout M-M-
M-Mary. 

“I’ll tell you one thing,” she would gesture with her sky-writing cig. “I refuse to 
take this lying d-d-d-down!” 

But oh we did. 

Just like we took everything else: my face between M-M-M-Mary’s legs. Our 
placebo panacea. 

“It’s you and me against the shits,” I’d whisper, cradling her after she’d come. 

“Except I’m one of the shits.” 

“No you’re not.” 

“_______ ” 

What fascinated me about M-M-M-Mary’s ritually unentered vagina was how 
its presence on her body presupposed me (or someone like me) just as the 
presence of my penis on my body presupposed M-M-M-Mary and all the 
others like her. I liked to picture M-M-M-Mary’s vagina’s Platonic ideal. 
Smooth as a manila envelope, durable as Manila hemp. 

I tried to write a poem about Sex (write what you wish you knew is the only 
maxim a writer need know) but after a thousand drafts (and a look through a 
few of the books on M-M-M-Mary’s reading list in Jewish Studies) ended up 
with an untitled doodad about the Holocaust:  

ah to be 
on the list sighed crapitsky with 
arp, bellmer, breton, chagall et 
ernst, lipchitz, varo et 
al but alas dabblestein’s not 
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brilliant enough (nor, probably, at all):  varian 
fry has refined the cull (or flushing) and 
you, nobodyvitch, are staying to 
leave the kitsch of your praying 
hands to the fatherland’s gushing 
fall 

Too obscure; I ripped the poem in half. But then I wrote, in a mad rush of 
precognitive invention:  

the future 

future cities as 
gift shops in the 
earth’s museum. future kids with 
sky to play with 
kinda boredly and mutagens 
to dabble in. future sex 
like polio eradicated: no his’ or hers’ just 
thems’. i see 

those long thin silver twilights, perforated like 
player-piano rolls, performing 
the weather. yes i see golden 
characters with 
violet tongues licking 
themselves with vile aplomb like 
cats. cats 
i see on commemorative coins. coins i see 
in teflon-lined sarcophagi. brazil will be miles of 
amusant bonsai forests itching with 
speck-like game and stars in trillion-tonned 
lots by deed and 
obscured by a Moon in 
flames. Lo 

i see 
books of the ancients in 
Sino-African translations inscribed 
on long blonde strands of 
hair: The Collected Works of Pearl S. Buck in 
a hooker’s wig those 
golden cats shall wear. Yea 

i see our city in this vision 
though we’re no longer 
there 

and decision-making breezes will 
cool certain hotspots here and 
here; sow 
seeds and drive the 
snow; blow, 
in fertile twos, certain 
balloon enthusiasts off course to 
uncharted archipelagos 
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Which M-M-M-Mary read with a growl and kicked the refrigerator, wailing that 
the poem was so good and hopeful and evocative of mankind’s second 
chance that she wanted to gas herself in the shower. What I needed was a 
woman more attuned and reconciled to the world’s inevitable injustices. The 
Artist can’t change the world’s inevitable injustices but she or he can use 
them. 

By the end of ’78 I had quit college, divorced and started a house-painting 
company called House Ting (“We take the ‘pain’ out of  House Painting”) with 
a sophomore at St. Jeff’s who hadn’t quit,  Gregg Paystee. Gregg had a 
Volkswagen van without which the enterprise would have been unthinkable. 
Despite Gregg’s inability to draw a straight bead of paint along a door jamb or 
a windowpane or use a roller without leaving splatters or streaks or highlights 
or lowlights we got offers. 

Gregg’s open white face was very helpful when we showed up at a nice house 
to give an estimate. While Gregg and I together, in our matching free caps and 
painter whites, were a charming demonstration of racial brotherhood, I,  on my 
own, looked like nothing less sinister than a felon casing the property, if not 
the vulnerably precious white body of the housewife answering the door, were 
I to show up to conduct the estimate alone. Not that, within earshot of Gregg’s 
reassuring presence, apron-girded clients didn’t sometimes make eyes  or 
even flirt or, I swear to you, once, proposition me non-verbally through a 
second-storey bedroom window I was removing the screen from, one-handed, 
while perched on Gregg’s rickety ladder. We were making ten dollars an hour, 
on average, at a time when the minimum wage was slightly less than three. 
We were young-prole rich, in other words, though Gregg was not a prole, 
although he loved pretending that he was a prole and spoke with a prole’s 
drawl that must have baffled his white Midwestern parents, both of whom were 
alumnae of St. Jeff’s, class of ’61. There was even a family crest and I saw its 
double-headed eagle on Gregg’s father’s official stationery as well as on a 
cufflink and a tie pin. 

1978!  I was a divorcee and more-or-less an adult, my own boss, earning 
good money with a job that afforded plenty of thinking-time. I had this 
wonderfully-bleakly-furnished bachelor pad in Dinkytown. I was still a virgin 
and making the most of the contradictions. 

I had been reading and learning, gulping sopping chunks of information, since 
slightly before the age of five and now my formal education had stopped. Not 
because I decided, randomly, to walk away from the banquet, but because I 
realized, about six months into my first year, that higher learning, at least 
where I had gone for some of it, was a sham, a glorified summer camp or day 
care for kids who came from money, a place where you called the profs by 
their first names and the girls had gone looking for husbands and the profs 
were there looking for girls and the boys were looking to drink beer together in 
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party-proof mock-ups of their childhood bedrooms. Everybody but me was 
there for the connections. 

I, as an info-mad minority on a mysterious scholarship,  was both more and 
less serious than the campus was calibrated to accept. I expected to have my 
eyes opened and instead found myself, several times a week, being put to 
sleep while some milk-blonde castrati read his confessional poems in a self-
important sing-song, or some furry-faced prof in white sneakers chastised the 
morose shade of Heidegger, or his predecessor Tegel von Schönefeld, with a 
bemusedly-tolerant “now that we know better” tone that was the official tone 
most of the students and faculty very carefully inverted in order to address the 
poor minorities on campus. Like me. 

Not that all the Black kids on campus were charity cases. 

 

  

7. CHADWICK ENTERS THE PICTURE 
There were handfuls of bourgeois Black kids who were using St. Jeff’s as a 
stepping stone to advanced degrees in law or business. Or other things. First 
they wanted to make important, life-long connections with moneyed whites 
and second they needed to burnish the bit of the CV to which prospective 
employers look for subtle evidence of civilizing experiences in a Black 
interviewee’s life. 

https://berlin8berlin.wordpress.com/2018/10/25/lives-of-the-poet/lotp-1/
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“Blood!”  is how Chadwick Long, Black as I am but much more conservative-
casually dressed, in his Izod sports shirts and painstakingly-worn-looking deck 
shoes, invariably greeted me whenever our diametrically-opposed paths 
crossed, between classes or after lunch, on the commons. 

“How’s it shakin’?” 

“You know me, Chadwick,” I could be counted on to respond. 

If we were lucky enough to be more than a ten meters apart when our paths 
sort of crossed, we were ethically free to forego the “Black power” handshake, 
which had become incredibly intricate in the years since I first saw anyone do 
it, on the playground, in 1968, and nearly impossible to keep up with. Some 
Brothers, somewhere, were always adding to its complexity and expecting the 
rest of us to know. 

“Right on,”  would say suave Chadwick then, from a healthy distance, before 
disappearing around an ivy-covered wall or into a glass-walled building and 
we’d be done with it, free to interact even more frictionlessly with liberal whites 
for the rest of the day. Those satisfyingly meaning-free encounters were the 
best. Solidarity in singularity. Although we were very different types and 
Chadwick’s wick had been dipped a thousand times by the time he’d aced his 
SATs in short pants. Chadwick “We Gotta Be Twice As Good To Come Half 
As Far” Long. 

I saw that wick on Chad in action once. 

It was a chilly Friday morning, minutes before my Epistemology class. 
Someone slipped a crudely-Xeroxed invitation to a “REPARATIONS PARTY” 
(what is that? I thought) under my dorm room door. I hadn’t noticed, at first,  
because my enormous padded headphones, connected by a long, grey, curly 
cable to my sturdy old TEAC reel-to-reel, was blasting CLOSE TO THE 
EDGE, by the progressive Rock Group YES, deep into the stalactite caverns 
of the heart of my mind, with shattering shards of rainbow decibels of force. 
When I got the headphones off and made an ears-ringing move to open the 
door and run, late, to Epistemology, I found the invitation under the door. 

Twelve hours later I was standing on a narrow, tree-lined street in front of the 
grand-looking, neocolonial, white-lawn-jockeyed, off-campus student housing 
the invitation had directed me to, thinking (because the popular TV 
serial Holocaust, featuring Aryan types playing Jews named Weiss, was a big 
hit that April) that the Reparations theme had something to do with WW2 and 
being a little worried that I’d gotten the invitation by mistake and that I was 
about to walk into a dark, beer-breathed room full of either militant Jews or 
Nazis. 
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With me I had M-M-M-Mary’s Polaroid One-Step camera, which I had brought 
with the notion of making friends. 

There was a large Television set in the living room with the sound off, 
shimmering in the druggy velvet darkie dark while Bootsy’s Rubber 
Band throbbed from futuristic Bose speakers on tall pedestals flanking the set 
and the Television showed, anachronistically, vintage footage of Veronica 
Bennet, Estelle Bennet and Nedra Talley, aka THE RONETTES, with their 
kohl-rimmed eyes and huge, Egyptian,  lacquered, hair, miming Be My 
Baby on some 1960s variety show, the camera lingering on the edibly 
sensuous mask of  Ronnie’s perpetually teasing face. I knew everyone in the 
room with me who was staring at the screen with me was missing what I was 
seeing and seeing very light-skinned Black girls, the kind of Black girl it was 
always safe to say was pretty, even in mixed company with racists. But I saw 
something different, I saw the obvious instead, that these three girls were 
genetically-enhanced white girls, made sexier and sassier and much better at 
singing through a careful program of exogamy that added just enough Negro 
to their molecular structures to improve them without pushing them over the 
line, where they might have been spat on or bombed or fire-hosed instead of 
hit with the spotlight. 

Chadwick, an exemplary conservative Black success story of the 1980s, who 
rocketed from a cushy, functionless corporate position to state politics to 
lobbying in D.C. for the poultry industry and then for Solar Power and from 
that to a seat in the Senate and from the Senate, after only two years, straight 
to Federal Prison (and Christian redemption thereafter), busted for doing only 
once what his white colleagues got up to almost every day of the year and 
during vacations, too. Still, big things were expected of him and I suspect, in 
retrospect,  he was being groomed by hidden hands. But that was decades 
ahead of us as Chad and I bumped into each other at that Reparations Party. 

(sidebar: regarding Reparations: I’d like to see “Reparations” (for North 
American chattel slavery) become an Official Program, though only to see 
how they might possibly calculate who the beneficiaries would be, and how 
much each lucky post-slave would get. If the standard maximum amount were 
established at, say, 1 million dollars per head, would this 1 million dollar prize 
go to very Black Godfrey Cambridge types (whether or not they had lots of 
Free Black in their ancestry) and would lots less go to light-skinned Blacks 
with White ancestors (whether or not these mixed types were descendants of 
generations of House Slaves)? Would families who had been “passing” for 
White, for a hundred years, come forward to claim some  free Black cash… ?) 

Chad and I ended up chatting near a crowded trophy case while eyeing the 
pretty white girls traipsing, in varying vintages of shit-face déshabillé (the 
fancy French uncle of “shabby”), in and out of the lamp-lit zones of the bong-
fogged rooms of the fratty mansion. Chadwick was clever enough to be 
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clutching a prop-beer (his ingratiating show of weakness), in order to fit in, but 
when he gestured too emphatically with it, it sloshed on me, a queasy-making 
metaphor. 

At some point Chad said something like, 

“The ultimate point of total surveillance is not the information gathered but the 
gradual erosion of any expectations of privacy in the first place. Are farmyard 
animals under ‘surveillance’? Only a pig that suddenly decided that it 
deserved the dignity of privacy would draw the farmer’s attention to the extent 
that it would, as a result, find itself under surveillance. This paranoid pig may 
or may not be defective or troublesome but it is certainly too interesting for its 
own good. Civilization as we know it is built on certain shared illusions: one 
such illusion has to do with Death vs Progress (ie, that a historical evolution 
towards a Greater Human Goal trumps the logical Nihilism inherent in the 
clear-eyed contemplation of the fact of universal, and total, mortality), another 
has to do with the notion that we, as humans,  are distinct from the Animal 
Kingdom. And this distinction allows (even obligates) us to, at the very least, 
defecate,  and copulate,  in private. Upon this fundamental privacy is built a 
pyramid of finer (optional) privacies, structured by individual sensibilities. But 
what if the illusion of the distinction between all of humanity and the Animal 
Kingdom is not shared by all of humanity? And what if the humans who don’t 
share this illusion are disproportionately represented by humans in positions 
of Real Power? Then you, the ordinary human,  become the pig who decides 
it deserves privacy. And the farmer is keeping an eye on you until you 
relinquish your pretenses. Relinquish your pretenses to a right to privacy (ie, 
stop being an interesting pig) and the surveillance ceases.” 

And I said, “Nigger what?” 

We were by then both leering at the same cross-eyed, pointy-chinned, top-
heavy blonde History Majorette who was molting painlessly out of her pink 
cardigan as a fistfight flared in a bouquet of backlit violence before the 
swinging door of the jock-stuffed kitchen. Because it was a Reparations Party, 
and (as Chadwick had explained to me) Reparations had something to do with 
Slavery, the girl had a theater-prop noose around her neck. As a symbol of 
guilt or empathy? Chadwick and I both glanced at the kitchen and thought, 
with simultaneous smiles, what “the kitchen” meant. Then we refocused on the 
strange and serious topic at hand. 

What was Chad really trying to tell me? 

“Pay attention, brother,” he said, “I’m trying to tell you something 
about yourself. Prolly because I’m high as she looks,” he said, sloshing his 
pantomime beer toward the blonde, who was giggling and wincing like a 
delighted kid, someone’s gym-socked big toe in her ear. “Or at least that’s my 
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cover. You ain’t the only one being watched and evaluated and I aim to put on 
a good show. You bess be polishing up your act.” 

“Nigger what?” 

“In short: you have a function and a purpose. Who you think is paying for 
us both to be here?” 

“Nigger… ?” 

“Destiny, bro. We are The Chosen. Few are called. But one of us is going to 
make history. And it sure ain’t gonna not be me.” 

Whereupon Chadwick whipped his half-inflated cock out and slashed through 
an infinity-symbol-shaped arabesque of reefer-essence that happened to just 
then be floating by. He slapped the palm of his own hand with the weighty 
cock until it filled out nicely, a technique I made a mental note to investigate;  
the Majorette flopped like a Golden Retriever, on all fours, mouth open and 
eyes closed,  in Chad’s direction. 

Reparations indeed. 

I got some very good shots with the Polaroid but left before the finale and 
reprise. 

I joked with M-M-M-M-Mary that if Mr. Chadwick Long ever attained 
prominence, the ten Polaroids,  of a furious-looking Chadwick being blown by 
an innocent-looking white girl with a noose around her neck, was our 
Retirement Fund. I kept the ‘roids bundled in a manila envelope in a cigar box 
at the back of my closet under some books and I dug in the closet and fetched 
out that cigar box and fondled that sealed manila envelope whenever money 
got worryingly tight. But I did not give in to the financial logic of the temptation. 
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8. GREGG PAYSTEE, ILSE MATRESKY and ME 
“You have got to be the strangest Black guy I have ever met,” said Gregg 
Paystee, six months later, after I’d quit St. Jeff’s. I can’t remember who initially 
approached who in order to bring us together. 

We were painting the house of the woman who later wordlessly propositioned 
me through the second storey window (while I was easing the screen up off 
the window with one hand  and clutching the ladder with the other;  reached 
right through the suddenly barrier-free window and pressed the flat of her 
palm against my crotch) and I was, by then, quite used to the Othering (licking 
her quickly, expertly,  while Gregg rolled up the drop-cloths at workday’s end). 
Gregg had walked around from the shaded side of the house with a bucket of 
paint and a quizzical expression. As though it had suddenly hit him. 

“Seriously. You have got to be the strangest Black guy I have ever met.” 

“Should I be offended, Gregg?” I called down to him. 

Gregg shaded his eyes as he grinned up at me. “Gee, I hope not,” he said, 
with his faked Southern accent. “I am sure not trying to offend you on the one 
hand or give you a big head or anything on the other but you are smarter than 
my dad, and he is pretty smart. You use the same vocabulary as he uses at 
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the office when you’re just bullshitting on a ladder. But you talk a lot faster. 
When you said ‘ relinquish your pretences,’ just now,  shoot, I had to climb all 
the way down my own ladder and come around to see what the hell I was 
looking at.” 

“Listen,” I said, squinting far above Gregg’s head as I drew a clean line of 
paint on the fresh white putty against a windowpane on the sunny side of the 
house, third level, thirty six windows to go, “What you don’t know is that what 
you call the ghetto is full of people even smarter than I am, much stronger 
than I am, who talk even faster than I do, and that’s why they’re interned in the 
ghetto, which is just the socially acceptable version of a concentration camp: 
to protect people exactly like you, Gregg, from the subversive shock of 
invidious comparison to people like me.” 

“Really?” 

The heart of Dinkytown was the intersection of Fourteenth Avenue and Fourth 
Street, on the northwest corner of which was Gray’s Drugstore, above which 
the pre-Dylan Bob Zimmerman, in the late 1950s, had twanged his guitar and 
eaten hot breakfast cereal early every morning while dreaming of romance 
with beautiful Shiksa princesses in his garret. Further southeast on Fourth 
Street, in the direction of downtown, when I lived there, long after Dylan was 
Dylan and famous and gone, was a big record store called Positively Fourth 
Street.  But around the corner from Positively Fourth Street. Ah. It was Gregg 
who hipped me to it. Around that corner was that much smaller, lesser-known, 
poorly-lit record shop called Damned Wax. 

Damned Wax was owned and operated by Ilse Matresky, a striking woman in 
her thirties or forties or fifties or sixties, with long white hair, brick-red lipstick, 
a cherub’s shining forehead and the cinematically foreign demeanor that 
certain Dylanesque outcasts cannot resist masturbating, and/or writing songs, 
about. What I had heard, from Gregg, who heard it from Ilse,  was that at least 
six lines in Like A Rolling Stone were angled at Ilse by Bob itself. The long 
white hair notwithstanding, Ilse  was not a hippie and she did not play music in 
her record shop. In her record shop it was silent except for floorboards 
creaking and the particular sound of knowing thumbs on dozens or hundreds 
of album jackets per minute. 

Ilse Matresky favored black or blue or dark red satin pantsuits and antique 
ivory cigarette holders and she stood like an SS Officer, chin up and hands 
clasped behind her back, at the big dirty window at the front of her shop while 
you flipped through her long boxes of strange, rare and damned records, her 
back discreetly turned toward you until you were clearing your throat at the 
cash register and ready to purchase, as though your tips touching her records 
was an embarrassingly intimate act until capitalism’s alchemy changed what 
your thumbs had touched into yours. 
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Most often it was just Ilse and me in the shop, my fingers thumbing and 
flapping vinyl sleeves against the sound of Ilse’s life-breaths being sucked 
through the crackling singularity of her obscenely tasty-looking cigarettes. 
Sometimes, with her back, and the flash of her long white hair, to me, Ilse 
spoke, as if addressing a distant figure on the silent side of her dusty shop 
window. She’d exhale a collapsed-lung-shaped entity of smoke and in a 
painfully over-enunciated approximation of a posh British accent say things 
such as, 

“ARE YOU CONVERSANT WITH THE WRITINGS OF TEGEL VON 
SCHöNEFELD? BY DESTROYING THE THING ONE CREATES THE 
CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR THE THING’S ACCEPTANCE.” 

or 

“THEY HUNG MATA HARI WHEN SHE WAS 40. IN OTHER WORDS, THEY 
EXECUTED HER WHEN SHE STARTED LOSING HER LOOKS.” 

or 

“ARP, BELLMER, BRETON, I KNEW THEM ALL.” 

Ilse once remarked, rhetorically, after I inquired as to the ballpark price of a 
Ruritanian import of a bootlegged Bulgarian Dylan concert, 

“WHAT IS BOB? BOB IS NOT BOB + BOB. WHAT ARE YOU? YOU 
ARE NOT YOU + YOU. MINUS WHAT, OLD CHAP?” 

I never knew out to respond. Once she snacked from a bag of shelled 
pistachios and offered me some, the palm of her hand smelling faintly of spit,  
as I stood at the cash register, like a man facing a tribunal, several rare and 
beautiful slabs under my arm. 

“You are a college man?” 

“Was.” 

“St. Jeff’s?” 

“Yes.” 

The very next day she said “My daughter Clio,”  and it made me jump. 

Ilse had stood behind me;  I had stood thumbing the S-STs section; she had 
been blowing smoke on my neck and I had watched the eddies and 
arabesques curlicued around both sides of my face like the jaws of 
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grotesquely fancy glass pliers as my thumbs slammed the slabs on auto; I 
wasn’t even watching the record covers blurring by: I was doing it by feel. First 
we eliminate sound, then vision, to arrive at the record’s tactile Platonic ideal. 

“She was there.” 

“Who was there?” 

“Who was where?” 

“St. Jeff’s?” 

“My daughter. Intern in the Mayor’s office. My daughter Clio who was raped as 
she attended a frat party at St. Jeff’s and transferred in shame to St. Gilda’s to 
complete her studies.” 

How could I respond? 

The most heard-of recording artists you would find on Ilse’s premises 
were Soft Machine, King Crimson, Eno or The Residents. Most of the records 
were secondhand, and when you understood the rhythms and patterns of the 
shop, you knew to be there when one of her half a dozen best sources for 
arcane platters came in to unload a couple of hundred records for rent money, 
a few days before the first of every month. Some of the records were so rare 
that I’d never even heard of the respective countries-of-origin mentioned on 
the bottom back edges of the sleeves. If Ilse liked you, she’d lead you to life-
changing acquisitions. 

“COLLEGE MAN. TRY THIS,” she called to me, one unseasonably chill 
Autumn morning. 

I had happened to be walking towards Damned Wax with a freshly bought 
newspaper featuring a front-page photograph of a sheepish Jimmy Carter in 
blackface (headline: “THE RETURN OF THE REPRESSED!”) when Ilse 
jerked open the Damned Wax door and dashed out to stop me in the low-tide 
sunlight on the broken-backed sidewalk. In the refrigerated light she looked 
her age (whatever it was)  but I saw vitally dark roots undergirding the 
platinum wings of her widows peak versus the slavic heartbottom of her dainty 
pointed chin. Ilse handed me the record and I followed her back into Damned 
Wax in order to acquire the slab on her recommendation alone. I was almost 
too calm. I think I knew. 

Into the shop we went and Ilse locked the door behind us. There was 
something different about her. Something gripping. 
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She kept the door’s shade drawn and the CLOSED sign was swinging and the 
reversed, low-East-sun-illuminated letters of the DAMNED WAX sign in the 
window cast parts of the arch of its shadow on two pillars in the middle of the 
shop. Ilse took the album, which she had just handed to me,  away from me 
again and opened her other hand to reveal a fresh-but-unwrapped tampon 
with a very tiny red smiley inscribed like a name on a cotton bullet. A bullet 
with a dangling tail. 

“College man, do you know how to use one of these?” 

“No.” 

“You are a quick study.” 

I followed Ilse, between the pillars (one with a shadow W and the other an N), 
to the back of the shop. The scenario was premeditated: she was wearing an 
(for her) extremely unusual thing:  the kind of short skirt that was in fashion 
that Autumn. Pleated. It was only then that I also recognized that Ilse, who 
was between 30 and 60 years old,  was dressed like a cheerleader, with a 
pleated short skirt of grey and a purple St. Jeff’s hooded sweatshirt. She 
looked uncannily youthful. The top half of the photo of Jimmy Carter in 
blackface on the cover page of the folded newspaper I left on the floor 
appeared to watch us. Those eye-bagged innocent eyes. 

After it was done (with some effort and several grunts), we were again at the 
cash register and Ilse handed me the record (which I dared not inspect, 
critically,  in her presence) and I handed her a ten. She kissed the change 
before handing it back to me, the most romantic premeditated gesture I’ve 
ever… 

But wait. I should mention the fact that I used my erect penis to drive the drive 
tampon home. The tampon absorbed the ejaculate. 

To say the cover art of the album I purchased, that day I surrendered my 
virginity, was dauntingly devoid of imagination, fell a little short of matching 
how far my heart sank when I took the measure of both sides of the jacket, at 
home, Ilse’s brick-colored tracings of my fingerprints on my fingertips. In very 
fine pink print on the dark blue back cover someone claimed the record was a 
product of Onyxx Records, a subsidiary of PIE WERX, itself, a subsidiary of 
Onyxx Records Reissues, a recursive joke. And that was all. 

I felt vaguely, if passionately, conned. 

Is that all there is? 
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If a particular group or singer wasn’t featured heavily on the radio, in those 
days, and advertized on billboards and newspapers, it came to your attention 
late, or not at all, which explains why I often discovered my musical 
obsessions at least five years after the trend they belonged to (if they 
belonged to any trends at all) had peaked. If it wasn’t The Beatles or the 
Eagles or Fleetwood Mac, most fans were playing catch-up just like I was, 
with the added complication, in my case, that I was listening to music that I 
wasn’t supposed to be listening to, and not out of any reflex perversity or need 
to be different, I simply was different and wanted only to be myself and listen 
and sometimes purchase the music that really moved me. I didn’t care for 
either of the two types of music I was expected (nearly forced) to like: Soul or 
Funk. Hip Hop barely existed, the term was unknown, it wouldn’t become the 
Third Option for Blacks (and then the only option for Blacks under forty) for 
another decade and a half. 

When, late that night of the afternoon I became a man, after scrubbing my 
fingertips with the pumice stone I usually only resorted to after working in oils, 
then washing the cup, dish, fork, spoon and knife I owned, with a few chastely 
romantic candles burning low on the windowsill of my one-room apartment,  I 
finally listened to the album that Ilse Matresky had  forced on me after she had 
helped me force my dick in her, crying out, nonsensically, as one or both of us 
came, that a handler must never fall in love with her project. It blew my mind 
(a fading idiomatic cliché from the 1960s that also happens to be the only way 
I can possibly put it), this music. 

Over and over I listened. 

Reader, I wept. 
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9. KEVIN MacMURRAY-McNULTY 
  

I wrote, on a stolen piece of butcher’s block paper,  with a borrowed grease 
pencil… 

  

the mapmaker 

ironically the 
mapmaker has lost himself. the stars 
swarm shining in the unfamiliar politic 
of an improved 
zodiac, the compass pin 
spins irresponsibly and moss 
grows on 
all sides of the oak now. before he was even human 
he was able to locate the 
insignificant speck of 
an egg on the 
vast red continent of 
the womb. how could he now be 
so lost? his hunger 
decorates the dark woods with 
a fire he puts 
rabbit on, nostalgic for the days 
he petted them. twigs in the fire 
curl like atomic tracks. the forest 
feels abandoned. Fall roams through, a 
mute landlord inspecting 
property at night 

  

…and balled it up. 

“The First Black President” was elected and it wasn’t Chad. 

I read, later, in the alum newsletter, with some interest, that the Hon. Rev. 
Chadwick Long died on the day of the inauguration; some say of a broken 
heart…  and the organ failure consistent with the oxygen deprivation typical of 
an adult male’s well-muscled body suspended by the least opportune 
placement of a supportive pantyhose ligature. A right wing editorial made an 
unpardonable pun about Chad’s death but it was lost in the greater jubilation. 
A few dozen million fools celebrated the “historic landmark” of this winking 
inauguration and others wept but my sympathies aligned best with the 
sharpies who shrugged and went back to their darts or card games. Included 
among them being friends and higher-ups of Chadwick’s I’d never known nor 
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dreamed of. How had Chadwick’s ultimate ambition been so thoroughly 
derailed by the blank-slate mediocrity who replaced him? 

Reparations indeed. 

I realized that now was the time to cash in the old stash of incriminating ‘roids  
(Chadwick was beyond being hurt by them now and I needed the money) that 
were bundled safely in an envelope in a cigar box at the back of my closet 
under some National Geographics and I fished out the envelope and out 
fell not Polaroids of Chadwick being blown by a noose-wearing deb but a 
series of ‘roids of me sucking my thumb while sleeping. 

Innocence as pathos squared. 

I suck my thumb? 

M-M-M-M-Mary. I reported to work that morning with a self-mocking smirk of 
nostalgic admiration. I should have penetrated her. 

I was painting a cottage on the grounds of a grand estate on the outskirts of 
London, singing the title song from the mind-blowing record Ilse Matresky had 
forced on me, back in 1978, because I knew the words (simple as shitting) by 
heart. I had never been much of a singer but because I was no longer a young 
man, nor even quite as clever as I had once been, by then, the earthy song in 
my raspy throat sounded unbearably authentic, somehow. 

Even to myself. 

“Lord I love those old gutbucket blues,” whooped the flash biographies-writer, 
Kev, a tenant in the rustic cottage I had been hired to paint, the first in a string 
of renovated cottages on the property. He  was fairly well known around town 
and had got me the gig after spotting me painting the ceiling in the plush WC 
of the Groucho Club. Kev paced around the base of my ladder in a hot pink 
running suit and made me nervous that he was going to upset the paint bucket 
in his dizzy exuberance. 

As a precaution I held the bucket as I painted and sang, the fumes providing a 
transcendent experience. 

“Life,” Kev marveled. “Life.” 
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Bojovat za novy zivot 
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Romy and I decided on impulse to make the four hour drive to Prague.  The next 

thing we decided to do was load up on bottled water and chocolate for the trip but we 

also needed gas. I told Romy there’s an Aral station just up the street from where I’m 

staying at Kurt’s flat and she said I knew that, I was born here, you’re so funny, we’ll 

pick up your things at Kurt’s and drive to the Aral and then to Prague. 

I met Romy through Kurt, who first hated her and then seemed to like her very 

much.  I barely knew Romy but I liked her very much too. She’d been raised in East 

Germany. She was more natural than the West Germans I knew at the time. 

Romy told me that I’d love Prague. The idea to go appeared to Romy at her place 

when we were in her living room with records. I hadn’t heard or seen a naked record 

in ten years. Romy had a great collection: Smokey Robinson, Charlie Christian, Roxy 

Music, The Slits. Kurt and I had stopped by and when Kurt had had to leave, for an 

appointment with his producers in Mitte,  I stayed. I’d been acquainted with Romy for 

a week. I wondered if Kurt would mind. 

After Kurt left, Romy was in her kitchen fixing me tea. She told me to put some music 

on. 

I was very happy listening to those old records.  I took the liberty of moving a chair to 

a square of sunlight. I sat in Romy’s room, the cracked leather chairs and vintage 

green and black Babelsberg movie posters, enjoying the restrained efficiency of 

Berlin’s sunshine and I wallowed in the indolent richness of the lost music. I began to 

forget to be too old to remember what it had been to be so young that music could 

mean something.  That anything could mean something. 

Romy said, do you know this song? 

She crossed the room, leaned over the record player and said that I should close my 

eyes. I closed my eyes and I heard Angie by the Rolling Stones. When I opened my 

eyes Romy was gesturing that I must come to dance with her. Her hair veiled the 
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expressive side of her face and hid the eye but her ears were red. We slow-danced 

to Angie. Romy laughed against my chest for no reason. Romy said this is like 

Prague. 

That night, as we drove to the gas station, I asked Romy what she’d meant by saying 

that. I reminded her that when we were slow dancing, her quiet laughter against my 

chest, she’d said this is like Prague. What had she meant by it? Romy asked me if I 

was sure that she’d said that. She kissed the tip of her finger and touched my knee 

with it and told me to tell her something I shouldn’t. 

What’s the worst thing I had done? 

I told her about the time I had lived with a hairdresser who loved all Hollywood 

movies. Every Hollywood movie that came out, with great fanfare,  that year, we 

saw. When she joked, my hairdresser girlfriend joked with jokes we had seen in 

these Hollywood movies. I began to like her most when she was half-asleep. When 

she was half-asleep was the only time I could bring myself to make love with her. I 

would begin the process under the sheets but withhold my orgasm until long after my 

Hollywood-loving girlfriend was wholly unconscious. I would check that my 

Hollywood-loving girlfriend was wholly unconscious, get dressed, sneak out the flat, 

creep down the back stairs and literally run five blocks up the alley to a woman I had 

known in college. We would make love for an hour but I would again withhold my 

orgasm, get dressed, run back home five blocks down the alley to gently rouse my 

Hollywood-loving girlfriend just enough to finish making love with her, finally 

ejaculating in her vagina. I told Romy those were the biggest orgasms I had ever 

had. I said I think these orgasms almost killed me. Romy drove in silence for a few 

minutes and said, 

So give me your Hollywood-loving ex’s address. I will write her a long pen pal letter 

with good grammar confessing these juicy details. I will also tell her in the PS that 

we’re having a baby. 
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I laughed and said How? 

Romy said I will show you later. 

When we got to the Aral station it was chaos: every pump was occupied and long 

bending lines of honking cars had formed an octopus. The cars were very 

aggressive and twice some rude new car jumped ahead of us in line because we 

failed to move quickly enough to fill a space between ourselves and the pump. We 

were two cars from the pump when Romy looked over her shoulder and backed us 

out of the station. The car behind us did likewise. We hadn’t backed more than ten 

meters when we heard what at first seemed to be screams from a car of e-giddy 

teenagers but really it was a Turkish family howling in outrage and terror. Romy 

jumped out of her car with the motor running and I remember thinking: now what? 

The car behind us had backed over a little girl while trying to reverse its way out of 

the station behind us. The run-over girl’s family, two men and two women and 

another little girl, lost it. They had been screaming for the driver to stop as he rolled 

obliviously over the child’s legs. It was too dark and the little girl had been too short 

for the driver to see. 

One of the Turkish men was shouting and slamming the car door on the legs of the 

German driver who was trying to climb out of his car to see what he’d done. When 

the driver finally managed to leave the car, the Turkish man punched the driver and 

the driver was too paralyzed with guilt to retaliate. The other Turkish man was 

kicking dents in the passenger side of the car while the women wailed.  The little girl 

remained where the car had left her, not dead but perhaps in shock. A 

Krankenwagen happened to be nearby when the screaming began and its beautiful 

blue lights flashed in their silence as the Krankenwagen attempted to negotiate a 

path across the crowded sidewalk toward the gas station. Driving away from the 

scene, Romy and I stared into the rearview and Romy said what a night. 
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Not one half of a mile from the Aral station, up Oranienstrasse, a Turkish family 

crossed the street in front of us, father first. The rearmost child in black pants and 

dark jacket fell on his belly as they crossed. Romy slammed on her brakes. We 

couldn’t stop laughing. I said I don’t think we should risk trying to go to Prague 

considering how things are going and I wiped tears from my eyes and Romy  wiped 

tears from her eyes and said well, where shall we go? 

Romy told me a story. 

A friend of hers was driving through the mountains in Prague with his wife and five 

kids when the car made a bad move and flipped like a toy, bottom over top, down a 

steep hill into a gully of solid ice. Some of the kids were badly injured. The mother 

bellowed, at the top of her lungs, save me first. 

I’d been introduced to Romy just a week before, a few days after returning to Berlin. 

Romy was a colleague of my friend Kurt and they were both in the film business. I 

couldn’t take my eyes off of her. After hearing her speak, it was the sound of her 

voice and her puzzle-piece-shaped thoughts that struck me. I thought of the women I 

knew back in the Southern California to where I had mistakenly fled from Berlin. 

They were always either working or shopping. They were living the so-called dream. 

I spent a good part of that first meeting with Romy trying to decipher Kurt’s feelings 

towards her. I knew that Kurt had broken up with his Italian girlfriend who was a very 

successful and extremely untalented artist. Was he looking at Romy that way? Did 

Kurt have certain plans? I didn’t want to step on his toes. I reasoned that Kurt was 

first in line but when we all three went to a bar I was as witty and entertaining as I 

could possibly be, despite my ethics. I guess I only half-cared that Kurt was first in 

line. Romy was funny in response. I watched Kurt carefully. The ghost of The Wall 

was eleven years old. 

Romy said to us that when she was a little girl, in her village in East Germany, the 

people called her white nigger because of her lips. She said they didn’t have 
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telephones or televisions and that sex was a major form of entertainment. She said 

now they have everything in that village that they have in the West and I said I bet 

they’re sorry the Wall came down and Romy said no, it’s okay, now they have sex 

with their Televisions. 

Kurt said Bojovat za novy zivot. 

He toasted us and translated the Czech: fight for the new life.  Romy said but not for 

the new people. 

The other customers in that basement bar, crammed into tables along one arched 

wall of sidewalk-level windows and packed at the facing bar across a narrow aisle, 

noticed us. I didn’t register their interest until Romy commented and nodded here 

and there at the evidence. Some did offer bemusement but quite a few were openly 

judgmental and I saw red. I thought: this is supposed to be a world capitol. The men 

were rotten-green with sexual envy, slit-eyed above bottomless wells of penny-

colored beer. Their Otto Dix women aging defiantly before us. 

Romy became lascivious to taunt the people. She draped herself across me and I 

fed her Maraschino cherries as she rested her scarlet boots in Kurt’s lap. I  paid the 

bill and we left and I was seething. Kurt and Romy marched arm in arm on the 

cobbled walk ahead of me, laughing so loud and late as if they owned rifles,  two 

drunkenly-conquering Soviet soldiers, the sky cloudless and dusty black, an old road 

glittered with tire-crushed glass and Romy’s laughter bounced off of it. I began to 

laugh,  too. What had I been so mad at? Why did I care? Those people were all 

already dead now; mannequins in a hushed museum. I looped an arm through 

Romy’s and she was between us. 

Days went by and I didn’t see her, so when Kurt said, Let’s go visit Romy, I said yes. 
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We stopped by her flat,  I listened to her records, we slow-danced to Angie and later 

saw the Turkish girl who was run over at the gas station. We had planned to drive to 

Prague.  We drove around Berlin. 

Where do you want to go? What do you want to see? 

Romy wanted to show me things. We found another gas station and the full tank of 

petrol Romy purchased made us feel free. Romy said, 

My mother and father ran a factory in East Germany. A worker there was a big-

boned woman who could neither read nor write, and who had the unfortunate habit 

of stealing. She wasn’t a very good thief, and was always being caught by store 

detectives. Finally, she was summoned to court, but couldn’t even read her own 

mail. She only knew by the look of the document, stamped with various official seals, 

that it was important, and probably had to do with her shameful problems with the 

law. She brought the letter to my mother and asked my mother to read it to her, but 

she didn’t want my mother to know what the letter said. So in hopes of keeping the 

contents of the letter secret even to my mother who was reading it aloud to her, this 

woman clamped her hands over my mother’s ears while my mother was reading it. 

That was very funny, it was like a movie or a professional joke but I just smiled as I 

listened because I was so sleepy. I was half-asleep. Then I was wholly unconscious. 

When I opened my eyes, Romy was steering with her left hand and she patted my 

cheek with her right. She said, Wake up, sleepy head. You snored the whole trip. 

Sun rose in melon-colored puddles over cinematic mountains. Romy slowed down to 

meet the drowsy Czech guards at the border. 
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CONVERSATIONS with a REMARKABLE MAN 

 

I remember the day of the morning I found out that my father had died.  His partner 

in my creation, my long-divorced mother, said only  Another victory for Big 

Tobacco when I called her with the news. 
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I grabbed a light jacket (it was Fall in Berlin) and left my apartment 

on Bismarckstrasse. I had the idea that I should find a park bench in the vicinity of a 

fountain and sit with my thoughts. It was one of those undecided days of blinding 

sunshine interrupted with maddening frequency by chilling clouds. The clouds would 

come suddenly and refrigerate the city under long, despairing shadows. Packs of 

morbid thoughts would race across the city with the cloud-shadows for cover. 

School was just getting out as I crossed the cobblestone plaza at Ernst Reuter Platz. 

German kids in their neat little rucksacks, not nearly as world weary as their 

American counterparts, jumbled down the bunker-stairs of the U-Bahn entrance. Or 

they fooled around at the bus stops, snatching and punching and harrying the street 

with joy. I was almost offended by the blotchy passion of their fat little faces; the 

electrocuting vitality of their squeals. All I could do was hope that I wasn’t scowling, 

too obviously, at their obvious mockery of the dead and dying. 

Dotting the pale foam of all that Germanity was the occasional dark blip, a 

rambunctious child of Turks, or Nigerians, or Chinese, horsing around with the rest of 

them. Did those kids know, yet, how different they were? At what age does 

Experience start separating us from the pack? At what age will these kids become 

individuals, which means alone, and discover in their “individuality” the seed of every 

kind of sadness? At what age will that little Nigerian, showing his big white teeth,  

playing tag with that bone-white German with the floss-thin hair, learn the mortifying 

truth? He’ll be a few years ahead of the natives in his anti-epiphanies. Eternity will 

tap him on the shoulder first, even if it doesn’t come for him with its gurney until I’ve 

been gone for fifty years.  

Wow, I thought.  Mr. Cheerful. Mr. Sunshine. 

There’s a fountain in the center of the roundabout at Ernst Reuter Platz but it’s so 

noisy with traffic. Crossing Ernst Reuter Platz, and walking one third of a mile down 

the broad boulevard of the 17th of June, I came to the Tiergarten. The Tiergarten is 

Berlin’s Central Park. It isn’t ringed by skyscrapers but it’s large enough and central 
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enough to earn the comparison. A creek as wide as a road shimmers through it and 

it seemed to me that a shimmering creek came closest to being my goal in the 

search for a spot suitable for sitting a few hours and dwelling on non/existence. I 

found only one short bench facing the Tiergarten creek and I was going to sit on that 

bench and contemplate Eternity, despite the unfortunate fact that a man was already 

sitting there, arms stretched out like wings across the back-rest. 

He didn’t even look up, or scoot politely from the center of the bench, retracting his 

arms, when I sat down. This forced me to perch uncomfortably on an edge of the 

bench. I was to his left, balancing on one half of the seat of my pants and he sat 

there as he had been, in an expensive gray suit with a slight sheen to it, his right leg 

hooked over his left knee, smoking an aromatic cigarette, removing an arm from the 

back-rest, every odd minute, to pluck the cigarette rather languidly from his mouth 

and tap its long ash off.  

My father is dead, I thought. He’s lying on a slab, mouth ajar, eyes half-lidded, 

shriveled cock exposed. The fluorescing minus-signs of a twin-reflected overhead 

light are swimming in his sightless pupils. My father. That guy who used to sit in the 

brown leather chair in the living room. His body was now debris. Insensate and 

separate.  I thought, for whatever reason, of the uncanny time I’d scratched at a 

rubbery bump on my thigh…  assuming it was a swollen spider bite…  and the bump 

had moved. A tick. 

I glanced at the stranger hogging the bench. 

He was handsome but balding; strong jawed, big nosed. He had the effeminate lips 

of a man in the habit of eating very small portions of very good food and showing de 

rigueur displeasure, with those lips, from time to time, despite the quality of the meal. 

He was olive-skinned; swarthy. I tried to guess his nationality. Mediterranean skin 

and Germanic nose. And the hair, what remained of it, was tightly curled, sand-

colored, almost African in texture. What did all that add up to? 
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Without turning to face me, he said, in a soothing voice,  “My name is Clifton Webb. 

I’m a super-intelligent being of extraterrestrial origin. Any questions you’d like to ask 

me about human life, practical physics, or The Future, I’d be glad to answer for you, 

as long as I’m sitting here anyway.” 

Then he turned my way a little and smiled. I think I smiled back. It was clear to me 

that all of what he claimed was truthful. I was amazed at how calmly I took this. 

Clifton Webb took a drag on his cigarette and his eyelids fluttered as the smoke 

scrolled out of him. He was the best commercial for the pleasure of smoking I’d ever 

seen.  I even found myself tempted to consider taking up the habit, despite the fact 

that my father had died, that very morning, of the very thing. I cleared my throat and 

squirmed to maintain my balance on the edge of the bench. I said, 

“I’ve just received news that my father has died. Where did his Soul go at the 

moment of death? Or is there even such a thing as a soul?” 

“The energy animating the matter of your father’s body dispersed when a certain 

configuration of nerve cells in the brain, a microscopic organ called a Meta-Ganglial 

Knot, became disorganized, which is when the moment of death technically occurs. 

This organ is the first thing to die in a dying body. The MGT is the antenna, so to 

speak, that focuses the soul into the vessel, and armor, of the flesh.” He uncrossed 

his legs, adjusted his suit jacket and stood up, flicking his still-lit cigarette in a 

beautiful arc across the creek. “Filthy habit. Would you like to go for a little walk?” 

There were people out in the Tiergarten; students, tourists, lovers, all in jumpers or 

jackets. Mr. Webb walked at a brisk clip and looked at everyone with genuine 

interest, nodding a warm  “Guten tag” here and there as I huffed to keep up with 

him.  The crowd was walking in one direction and we in the opposite, which puzzled 

me until I remembered that a concert was scheduled at the Heimat Klange that 

afternoon, a festival of ethnic music in the open-air venue that the Tiergarten 

borders. 
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“Are you having trouble keeping up?” He was smiling, facing me suddenly, walking 

backwards. “It’s just that I would very much like to be at a certain part of the park, 

which happens to be on the other side of it from where we are now, and I’d like to be 

there at a certain time of day, when the light is most perfect.” 

He added,  “I was raised on this planet, actually, and there’s nothing superhuman 

about my great ability to walk backwards at speed. I just practiced it obsessively until 

I could do it. It’s nothing you couldn’t do yourself, nearly as well,  if you tried to.” 

“You’ve read my mind!” 

“Yes, but not telepathically. It’s just statistically probable that those were your 

thoughts at that particular moment. There’s no such thing as ‘telepathy’. The brain, 

without it’s humdrum inputs of taste, touch, smell, vision and hearing, is sealed away 

in the skull, numb as a cauliflower. The brain is neither a receiver nor a transmitter 

of  waves, a theory that became popular on this planet soon after the invention of 

radio.  The brain is just a wrinkled chunk of protein. There is no telepathy. 

But statistical telepathy is a useful method of communication on many worlds. It just 

takes a bunch of people with substantial IQs and plenty of confidence in their 

guessing ability. There are planets where not a single syllable has been spoken, by 

adults, at least, in decades. With a lot less misunderstanding involved, I might add, 

than on this chattering planet.” 

I thought a deliberate non-sequitur… goat rubber rolls uphill… to test him. 

“Of course it won’t work… on that thought! You’re thinking gibberish to test me!” His 

smile was winningly giddy. Almost adolescent. He had the boyish quality, verging on 

decadence, of certain carefree trust fund heirs. “Statistical telepathy only works on 

planets where people want to communicate! What you just did proves exactly why 

the technique would never work on Earth.” 

“Is there,” I said, 
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“No.” he said. 

“…. a God?” 

He shrugged, still pumping his arms in the reverse-jog, advancing backwards in long 

smooth strides. 

“No, there is no God. The Universe is self-creating. Life… animate objects… account 

for less than one quadrillionth of a thousandth of one percent of all the chemical 

processes in this solar system alone. One out of every hundred million solar systems 

supports a Life-bearing planet; only two percent of those can boast any so-

called intelligent life.  Life is an accidental by-product of matter. The Universe is 

mostly concerned with Things, not Creatures. Things evolve, too, you know, and 

they have turned out to be remarkably successful. Creatures are a fledgling form. 

You might be interested to know that a  hybrid of the two is where “Life” in this 

Universe is heading. A billion years from now, this galaxy is going to be teaming with 

a form of Life greatly less animate than what we know as Life now. They will be slow, 

if not motionless, and enjoy astronomically increased life spans. They’ll be durable 

and gigantic. They won’t be very “intelligent”, but “intelligence” is just a way of coping 

with the Evolutionary weaknesses of mortality and smallness, anyway. But I 

digress. How did the Universe create itself?, you want to ask. 

“The Universe counteracts the probability of never existing by creating itself over and 

over again, forever, with a frequency greater than the frequency of any other 

possible outcome, e.g.: The Universe only existing once, for a moment, or… The 

Universe only existing as a phenomenon of ‘The Past’. 

“It’s a hard-working Universe! It wants to exist! It explodes from an infinitesimal point, 

the explosion expands quicker than time can be created to keep up with the 

expansion, it freezes and starts again. It’s in that frozen-moment when the Universe 

is on the verge of exploding again for the first time, which lasts for one thousand 

trillionth of a second, that WE exist. With every renewed explosion, the Universe 
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progresses a little further than it did before, creating more space and creating more 

time, while simultaneously depleting Gravity. This progress, this stuttering 

expansion,  is what we experience as Time. Reality is flickering. Since we are 

flickering with it, we can’t sense it as such.” 

The trees, the grass, the red-bellied clouds lowering themselves like a fine blanket 

over the wary sunset… 

 

“All civilizations, at some point,” he continued, after letting what he’d said sink in, 

“reach exactly the point your world is reaching now. There is no God, that’s clear. If 

there really were a God, you know, could there really be such a thing as television? 

Of course not.” 
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“Your Science is finally to the point where it’s able to reveal that to you.  That was 

the legendary Forbidden Fruit on the Tree of Knowledge, by the way… biting the 

apple, one risked becoming enlightened… enlightened to the fact that God doesn’t 

exist. You’ve been misinterpreting that Garden of Eden story for centuries. The risk 

of eating that apple was not that Man would disappear from God but just the 

opposite. And now we see the results of Knowledge:  perdition, as Milton would put 

it. Those Antediluvian Jews were quite clever. As were others.” 

“By the way,” he continued, “if you’ve recently been wondering why Culture seems to 

be ebbing at such a low point of late…” 

I nodded. 

“It’s all related. It’s typical, for a Planetary Culture on the brink of becoming , ah, 

technologically mature, to attempt to will itself back, by embracing 

 kitsch.  To will itself back to the point before which God ceased to exist. Listen 

carefully to all pop songs… the insipid longing!  The sound of humanity’s hunger for 

an unrecoverable naiveté… expressed as the veneration of Kitsch. Kitsch is that 

worldview wherein God exists at all and humans are the subjects in His kingdom, 

called Heaven, and the clouds are made of marshmallows or whipped cream and 

what have you. ” 

Walking backwards as fast as ever, he nimbly side-stepped a fallen branch I was 

half-hoping he’d trip on. He winked at me as he side-stepped it and I was 

momentarily ashamed of myself. 

He said, “So, God doesn’t exist. Now what? Continue as a civilization, or commit 

global suicide? What to do? What to do? One century from now, the major cities of 

the nations of your Earth will either be an amusing collection of cindered 

Necropolises, itchy with wild dogs and cannibals (I’ve visited such a planet, by the 

way, in my youth… the sex was quite unbelievable)… or the opposite Fate Path will 

be followed and these same cities will become population centers of a  shiny new 
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Phase Two Society. You know: Wish–Power, communal intimacy between all higher 

forms, faster-than-light travel and all that. That’s what makes Tourism on the Earth 

so interesting these days. Which way will it go?” He held his hands  in an exquisite 

gesture of non-partisan uncertainty. 

People stared in irritation, or amusement, as we hurried past them, towards the other 

side of the park, Mr. Webb walking backwards with no effort and me huffing and 

gasping to keep up without breaking into an undignified trot. There was, in fact, a 

longish interval during which there was no speech between us, my capacity for 

speech and thought both hampered by breathlessness, and I began to panic in the 

absence of his hypnotic voice. It was as though the laughing gas was wearing off 

and I was becoming ever more conscious of sitting in a Dentist’s chair. I was race-

walking with a backwards-walking man who claimed to be a super-intelligent Alien in 

possession of the Secrets of the Universe and he was losing his hair.  Alarm bells 

were beginning to ring, faintly at first. 

We slowed, backing into a secluded cul-de-sac of tiny-leafed bushes in a half-wall 

around a statue of some stern-faced German in brass breeches. When Mr. Webb 

finally spoke, it pushed the confusion and troubled awe back out of me. It was like 

unto being taken up in a hand far too massive for me to resist yet also too languid for 

me to worry about being crushed in. 

“Do you see the way the sunlight streams down through the trees, painted on the 

forsythia and gentian like a gold mist, at this time of day?”  His nostrils flared. “The 

sunlight has a rich, mellow smell to it, wouldn’t you say? I mean, metaphorically, 

or synesthetically, speaking.” He gazed with a directness that made me deflect my 

own. He rolled up his jacket sleeves and fussed with his belt buckle, saying, from the 

corner of his mouth, 

“I have a date with a knockout tonight and I feel that I’ll be at somewhat of a  

disadvantage if I go into it wanting something from her, if you catch my drift. How do 

you put it? Horny. I don’t want to meet this woman in a state of horniness, or it will 
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give my game away. I’m sure you have some experience with desirable females, 

being a not-bad-looking fellow yourself. The body on this girl! You see, it’ll increase 

my bargaining power if I can be sexually blasé about her looks, at least tonight.” 

He gestured for me to step closer and then closer still, as though he was about to 

share a chummy secret. 

“Pursuant to that, we have little more than five minutes before tourists are likely to 

happen upon this spot. I want you to get on your knees and suck the tip of my penis 

like an Arab until I orgasm in your mouth,” and his pants dropped down around his 

ankles. They dropped with a tambourine-slap of loose change and car keys. 

Mr. Webb weighted my shoulders with priestly hands and said something to the 

effect that my planet was famous for this. We should all be proud. 
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PUNISH THE WICKED 

 

 -Bees are in this world to punish the wicked. 

Ma-Ma nodded as she spoke. Henry was sorry he had asked the question. Henry felt 

exposed as the wicked as Ma-Ma  pointed at God,  who was hidden in the sky,  

https://berlin8berlin.wordpress.com/2019/06/02/punish-the-wicked-a-short-story/punish-the-wicked/
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before Ma-Ma knelt on a cushion in the flowerbed and resumed her muddy work with 

the trowel, stabbing the earth. They were going to make new flowers. 

The old house was nice but it needed more paint and it needed a new roof. Henry 

stood in the back yard with his hand on the mud-speckled clapboard and he could 

see his breath when he whispered to the bees not to hurt him. Henry didn’t mean to 

be wicked. Henry’s arm was warm when he stuck it out from within the soft shadow 

behind the house in the morning. He wanted waffles. In the sun Henry’s hand was 

like gold. 

Standing straight as he could, Henry was just a little taller than Ma-Ma was on her 

muddy knees. Ma-Ma removed her glasses and polished them on the lap of her 

overalls and stood and told Henry it was time to commence to work on Pop’s 

breakfast. More and more cars and trucks were zipping by on the street out in front 

of the house,  hidden by the privet hedge, and a neighbor, Mr. Klib (on the shaded 

side of the yard, where the grass was patchy and the earth was uneven, the side 

also with the apple tree and the cherry tree and the kite-shaped trailer for moving a 

boat, although as far as Henry knew nobody owned a boat) opened a window to let 

some television out. A man who was not colored was talking. Henry would get 

waffles when Pop had eaten his breakfast. The screen door on the sunny side of the 

house sneezed shut. 

Henry smelled cologne and felt the hairs on the back of his neck stand up and the 

Angel said, That’s the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard. Bees don’t punish and 

you’re not wicked. You’re not even in kindergarten yet, for God’s sake. Only adults 

are wicked, evil with self-righteousness and aural squalor. Pay the old bag no mind, 

child.  Have you been doing the exercises I gave you to do? 

Henry nodded, eyes closed, afraid, as ever, to turn and look. He could feel the 

radiance pulse hot on his back and his bottom and the backs of his legs and Henry 

could smell the corduroy heating up. He could see the orange reflecting off the 

house through his eyelids. 
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No time to hang around at the moment but I’ll be catching up with you later. And 

remember: you are the opposite of wicked. You are unformed. Unformed is the 

opposite of wicked. She is fully-formed and you are good. Do you understand that, 

now? You are good. 

Henry nodded again. The cologne blew over in a busy wave and Henry’s back 

cooled and he was again alone and breathing normally. Relaxed, even. 

Henry lifted his nose and sniffed the way Mr. Klib’s dog Banter had taught him. He 

smelled the Angel’s cologne and the cherries that dropped from the tree like sweet 

teeth for weeks to form a rank bed becoming a halved atom of flies on the sawdust. 

Henry smelled the blue soul of Pop’s ham in Ma-Ma’s skillet as it turned black and 

curled up and also (and Henry peeked around the sunny corner of the house to 

confirm this) he could smell the plopped dollops of hot suds Ma-Ma had swing-

bucketed across the sidewalk outside the basement window to murder a sudden 

world of swarming ants. Henry wasn’t afraid of ants; he was afraid of bees. 

For dinner that night they had pork chops and white beans in syrup and iced tea. 

Pop sat at the head of the table above his pots and kettles like The Wizard of Oz 

wearing red suspenders over the blotty tee-shirt because he’d been working on the 

Buick. Pop’s half-pale face had smudges on it. Pop prayed for everyone at the table 

with knuckles to his forehead and then everybody could eat. Pop said stop kicking 

the table leg. Henry ate. 

Henry ate half his dinner and took his plate to the sink without help but dropped a 

fork on the way but nothing happened. Henry sprawled on the couch in the living 

room in the twilight. The front windows were open and a breeze eased like a glass 

rod with bird songs in it as it rubbed through Henry’s hair and down his neck and 

very good until it felt like a cricket was actually in Henry’s leg so he flipped over on 

his belly and looked straight off the edge of the couch through the open front porch 

door to the closed screen door of the porch and Henry saw a clear cut silhouette 

peering at him through the screen of the front porch door. A scarecrow back-lit by the 
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street light  over the high hedge of the property. Henry was sitting up very slowly 

when the doorbell made him jump. 

Pop came through the living room with his napkin around his neck. 

The hobo said something Henry couldn’t understand. Pop put his hands on his hips. 

The hobo peered through the crook of Pop’s elbow at Henry and Henry shrank into 

the couch and wiggled out of the grip of the hobo’s gaze and ran into the kitchen 

where the lights had come on. Ma-Ma was folding Henry’s leftover  dinner into a neat 

little package of aluminum foil and also (Henry’s eyes went wide at this and Ma-Ma 

put a finger over her lips when she saw that Henry saw it) put a brand new Kennedy 

half-dollar in an outer fold of the foil package. Ma-Ma hurried up front,  as Pop was 

closing the door,  to hand the hobo the foil package and say God bless you. Henry 

ran to his room and to his window. Where the hedge ended  only Henry then saw the 

hobo toss the bright package into the vacant lot. A whole Kennedy-Half! 

That night it was impossible for Henry to sleep, so he sat up in bed. He found that he 

 actually had been asleep and had wet the bed, spreadeagle in the middle of a 

melted snow angel. Henry sat up in the middle of the melted snow angel,  staring 

across his room through his delicately rusted screen to the tired distance. Henry got 

out of bed in his uncomfortably wet pajamas in the still of the far-away-train-whistle 

night. Ma-Ma was snoring through the bedroom wall. Henry pressed his face to the 

rusted screen window with its odor of iron and old hat and Henry closed his eyes and 

trembled as the Angel bleached the modest room with a burning, brassy light. 

I know what you’re thinking, teased the Angel.  The Angel’s cologne crowded into the 

room. You couldn’t escape it. 

Afterwards, Henry got back to the freshly-dry warm spot in the middle of his bed in 

his half-dry pajamas and fell asleep. 

It was the Angel who woke Henry early the next morning.  The Angel said, 
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The old bag is busy in the attic with her moth balls again. Gramps is making the 

rounds, collecting rent from unsuspecting poor folk in their holey underwear. It’s time 

for the treasure hunt, child. You’ll need a long-sleeved shirt and the corduroy pants 

and your galoshes because there are nettles and rusty nails and broken bottles in 

the vacant lot. You’ll need a stick for protection, too. Rats and so forth. 

Henry’s heart raced as he dressed with his eyes closed. He patted and poked at and 

finger-walked across various surfaces to fetch what he needed from the dresser, the 

closet and the spot under his bed (near the golf balls he’d found on the railroad 

tracks that time he’d sneaked up the alley with the Angel)  where he kept his church 

shoes. 

The Angel took Henry’s hand and led shut-eyed Henry tip-toeing through the living 

room into the kitchen and its savory memories of bacon and down the back stairs to 

the landing facing the back door, which was locked. To the left was the short flight of 

stairs to the basement,  a place so terrifying that even the Angel made anxious, 

uncomfortable noises until Henry had finally managed to turn the key in the 

deadbolt.  They pulled the heavy back door open and pushed through a rickety 

screen as flimsy as springtime and stepped down onto the sidewalk where the drying 

dead ants swarmed like sprinkles from a drop-kicked birthday. 

Out and down stepped Henry and the Angel into the fresh gold air of the morning, 

plain as day, and the Angel snapped a short,  low-hanging branch from the apple 

tree on the other side of the house and came back around toward the vacant lot with 

a guilty-looking Henry in tow. 

Henry had the snapped branch to swish the itchy tall grass with. Henry squinted and 

beat the grass with his bent branch as things flew up around him while he dreamed 

the great weight and gleam of the Kennedy-Half, which was a brand new kind of 

money. Henry beat the tall grass and searched the vacant lot as his grandmother 

began calling for him. 
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Henry was alone when he found the foil package, which had tumbled upon a 

crumbled-cookie-shaped chunk of concrete sprouting three mole-hairs of bent brown 

rebar. 

Bees were dancing all over the foil and hummed at Henry’s eyes while Henry’s 

grandmother was calling him. If Henry was brave enough to stand there and not run 

and reach out and take the package and peel the foil back and claim the Kennedy-

Half for his own, then the Angel, Henry suddenly knew, would never come back. If 

Henry overcame his fear and touched the Kennedy-Half, the Angel was history. This 

was a game that you only learned the true rules of if you won it.  

Was the Angel trying to free itself? Henry was too young to get that. 

 


	—written in 1999/ So Cal and rewritten 2017/Berlin
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